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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The wide adoption of the Global Software Development (GSD) is fundamentally changing the landscape of 

the IT sphere, introducing a variety of cooperation models and making significant changes to software 

companies' workflows and work environments. The rapid development of information technology and 

communication, coupled with the growing market competition for talents and new knowledge has proved 

the trend towards the extensive use of distributed development approaches [VTP1]. Being for almost two 

decades an emerging software production paradigm, GSD already is considered as a norm in the industry, 

which requires close attention to the impact of GSD techniques on various software production practices 

[GR1]. 

Recent studies of the GSD phenomenon unveil the benefits which collaborative development models provide 

for business growth and development performance improvement. Although some researchers note that GSD 

approaches are still mainly used by the companies to get an access to skilled human resources at a relatively 

low expenses, naming China and India as major vendor countries, the purpose of distributed development 

approaches has moved beyond the concept of purely cost savings with the focus on low wage regions [GR2]. 

The objective to choose GSD approaches varies from intensifying development cycles and reducing 

production costs to increasing the quality of the product and entering into new markets [GMS1]. 

GSD also introduces the opportunities to build up competences, acquire technology and enhance human 

capital for the product owner, providing the latter with the additional instruments of increasing productivity 

and building high-performing software development teams. It has become a crucial factor in recent years, 

since the availability of human resources could be considered as the most important driver for project success 

and companies’ profitability [HPT11]. 

Along with this, enterprises pay more attention to teams’ performance improvement, striving to employ 

emerging management tools for building up efficient software teams with high productivity, and trying to 

get the most out of exploring team capabilities and understanding factors which have a significant impact on 

a team's overall outcome. Building of high-performing teams becomes corporations’ priority due to the fact 

that enhanced human capital plays a significant role in the business processes’ efficiency increase [GVT9].  

Corporations recognize the importance of the teams’ performance improvement dedicating their efforts to 

measures, which make a positive influence on improving teamwork and the quality of their products. A high-

performing team is considered as one of the company’s main assets becoming a place for accumulation of 

human capital with its new knowledge, competences and skills [VTP9]. It also increases the probability that 

products and companies will be able to meet the ever-expanding expectations of stakeholders. This motivates 

product owners to explore new approaches and tools for building strong and sustainable teams with high 
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potential and outcome [GR3]. 

From this perspective, it becomes crucial to review GSD as a potential source of innovations for teams’ 

performance management, and study GSD models’ properties with the systematization of their benefits, 

which positively influence on development teams’ performance improvement and could be implemented in 

selection, building, and management of high-performing software development teams. This can not only 

expand the understanding of the possibilities of utilization of GSD models for the purpose of strategic 

management of the company, but also give certain recommendations to practitioners to pay attention to the 

use of additional tools to improve the efficiency of development teams. 

1.2 Research problem 

It is of particular scientific interest to trace how GSD models are used in order to acquire intangible assets: 

competences, skills and human capital. In case of a positive relation, it can be assumed that the company’s 

strategy is supposed to use collaborative development with partners in different regions/countries to search 

for talents and improve the skills of its development teams. 

Searching globally, it could be hard to find “the right person” with the help of recruitment agencies or internal 

HR service, and “good fit to the team” could be found by the results of a joint work. Thus, different modes 

of collaborative development could be used for long-term (strategic) team selection and improving of team’s 

performance and overall efficiency. 

It seems to be also important to check the assumption of “a possibility of building high-performing software 

teams in a systematic way”. In order to achieve significant progress, the company needs to follow a certain 

strategy and create a number of favorable conditions, which makes the strategy of product development more 

complicated and diverse. 

However, to make the definition of “favorable conditions” less vague and more tangible, the benefits of GSD 

models that affect building high-performing software teams should be investigated. Taking into account the 

influence of GSD models on enhancing corporations’ human capital and acquiring new knowledge and 

skills, the range of such tools within GSD approaches are wider than in case of in-house development and 

team building, which gives additional freedom dimensions in creating potentially favorable market 

conditions. 

The aim of our research is to understand the factors characterizing high-performing software teams and 

indicate the benefits of each of GSD models, which positively influence software teams’ development 

performance improvement. This will allow us to introduce recommendations for software teams’ 

performance management using collaborative development approaches. Thus, in the course of the study, we 

would like to answer the following research question: 

RQ: How can companies benefit from GSD approaches in building high-performing software teams? 
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1.3 Scope of research 

The thesis primarily focuses on the taxonomy of high-performing software team factors and systematization 

of benefits of global software development models, which potentially have positive impact on the teams’ 

development performance and could be used in building of high-performing software teams. Firstly, we 

review researchers’ findings on factors influencing the efficiency of development teams and their 

interrelationship with each other. Then, we explore the most commonly used distributed development 

models in the industry, identifying their benefits and risks for teams’ performance management and their 

potential influence on teams’ overall outcome. 

During the study, we answer the research question by supporting our findings from systematic literature 

review with the results of qualitative research in the form of a semi-structured interview with several industry 

representatives (developers and project managers). Analysis of their answers regarding the topic gives us 

arguments and grounds to back up our research results with the practitioners’ point of views and their 

opinions. As a result of our study, we offer for discussion our recommendations regarding employing GSD 

models in building high-performing software teams and improving their efficiency. We try to show the 

relevance of applying certain GSD approaches and models to solve specific problems of software teams' 

performance improvement. However, the measurement of risks of implementing particular GSD models has 

been briefly discussed, and it is likely that this topic needs additional examination. This can be a field for 

further research. 

1.4 Research design 

The research is initiated and motivated with the purpose to answer the research question and identify the 

influence of applying GSD approaches to building high-performing software teams. Our goal was to gain 

insight into the existing GSD models and their properties and their applicability for the tasks of improving 

performance of software teams. 

We design our study as a two-stages process (Figure 1) – a combination of a systematic literature review 

followed by qualitative research in the form of semi-structured interviews. 

With the framework of systematic literature review, we introduce the literature background covering two 

topics that are key to answering the research question – high-performing software teams building approaches 

and practices and GSD models and their applicability to the improvement of software development 

performance. 

An empirical part of the thesis is implemented by means of semi-structured interviews with practitioners 

having an experience in GSD, which help us to validate our findings regarding classification of GSD models’ 

benefits and their influence on the development of high-performing software teams. 
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Interviews with practitioners 
regarding their experience in GSD 

for team building

High-performing software team building 
approaches and practices

GSD models and their applicability to the 
improvement of software development 

performance

Assumptions regarding GSD models  
benefits and their potential impact on 

high-performing software team 
factors based on the literature review

Research problem

Systematic Literature Review

Research question

Questionnaire Semi-structured Interviews

Systematization of GSD models  benefits, 
which positively influence high-performing 

software team building factors
 

Figure 1. Research design. 

1.5 Thesis structure 

We organize the thesis as follows. Within the Introduction, we discover our research motivation, formulate 

the research problem with the research question, outline the scope of the research and describe the design of 

the study. 

Chapter 2 provides readers with the literature background including the study methodology with the 

procedure of systematic literature review and our findings regarding (1) high-performing software teams 

building and (2) global software development models with their benefits for improving software team 

performance. 

Chapter 3 contains the results of the qualitative research carried out in the form of semi-structured interviews 

of practitioners from the industry regarding the application of distributed development approaches for 

software team performance improvement. 

Chapter 4 is dedicated to the discussion on our findings from the interviews conducted and earlier literature 

examination. We also analyze to what degree our qualitative research results compare with literature review 

outcomes and give recommendations for high-performing software team performance management using 

collaborative development approaches. In addition to answering the research question, we assess the 

reliability and validity of our research and give suggestions to future studies. 

Finally, the thesis is concluded in Chapter 5 with the summarizing of our research efforts and final remarks. 
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2 Literature Background 

Within Chapter 2, we introduce the literature background of the research including the description of 

research methodology with its stages’ purposes and justifications. Section 2.1 describes the design of the 

systematic literature review and explains the sequence of the procedures implemented, including search 

parameters definition, inclusion/exclusion criteria, study selection and snowballing technique.  Section 2.2 

provides the concept of building high-performing software teams and systematizes the factors of a team 

performance improvement with the stages of software team building. Section 2.3 gives an overview of a 

variety of global software development models followed by their risk taxonomy and non-financial factors of 

distributed development management. Then, we introduce the systematization of benefits of global software 

development models for high-performing software teams building.   

A literature background was provided to identify and systematize two groups of factors with the aim to 

answer the research question: 

a) Factors, playing a role in building high-performing software teams. 

b) GSD models’ characteristics (benefits), which potentially positively influence high-performing team 

building factors. 

The objective of the literature background was to identify the relationships between characteristics of GSD 

models and the key factors of high-performing software team building (Figure 2). Taking into consideration 

the variety of GSD models, which differ from each other by their properties, the research goal of the study 

was to understand how certain models impact on the process of performance improvement of software teams, 

and how companies can benefit from GSD solving particular tasks within the high-performing team building 

process. 

List of GSD 

benefits:

  1.

  2.

  3.

  ...

Factors influencing 

building high-

performing software 

teams:

    A)

    B)

    C)

    ...

Potential 

positive 

influence

 

Figure 2. Potential positive influence of GSD benefits on high-performing software team building factors. 
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2.1 Systematic literature review design 

The goal of the systematic literature review was to identify, analyze and interpret primary studies with 

reference to the research question and make assumptions, which could be validated with the framework of 

the next research stage. 

The procedure used for the search and selection data we needed is described in Figure 3, and more detailed 

in the following subsections. 

(1) Systematic keyword 
search among several 

domains

(3)  Backward 
snowballing 

(4)  Citations  
forward 

snowballing

List of 
publications 

for the review

• Titles
• Keywords
• Abstracts

• 2 top databases
• Limited publication period
• Language of publications

Search scope

(2)  Study selection 

• Exclusion criteria
• Inclusion criteria
• Elimination of duplicates

 

Figure 3. Systematic literature review design. 

2.1.1 Search scope 

For the publication search, we selected the following sources: 

• Web of Science (http://webofscience.com/) 

• Scopus (http://scopus.com/) 

These repositories were selected due to their scale and size, and taking into consideration that these databases 

also cover such libraries as IEEE Xplore digital library (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org) and ACM digital library 

(http://dl.acm.org), which secure wide and sufficient scope for the search. To include more results after 

snowballing technique application, SpringerLink (http://link.springer.com) database was used to get access 

to the selected materials. 

We have limited publication period to the last 23 years, from 2000 to 2022 inclusive, due to the fact that the 

main application of distributed development approaches falls on the last two decades. In addition, it seems 

appropriate to consider the most modern approaches to improving the productivity of development teams 

due to the permanent shift in the motivational and value priorities of different generations of developers. 

We have also limited our search scope to publication in the English language. 

http://webofscience.com/
http://scopus.com/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
http://dl.acm.org/
http://link.springer.com/
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2.1.2 Database automatic search 

To answer the research question, we searched for the papers with the focus on two main topics: (a) team 

formation and performance assessment; and (b) GSD models with its benefits and risks, consequentially 

querying the databases we had selected for the research. 

Regarding these two areas of our interest, we identified two key search terms based on the keywords of our 

thesis title and research question: “high-performing software teams” and “global software development”. 

To both initial terms and their combination (3 searches in total), we implemented unified procedure for 

defining search strings: 

• narrowing our search to titles, keywords and abstracts; 

• limiting our search with the span of 2000-2022 years; 

• choosing English as a language of publication; 

• adding synonyms to the key search terms and grouping search terms with similar meaning with the 

use of OR operator; 

• refining our search results by document type and topic category. 

Results of our automatic search are presented in the following tables with the short descriptions. 

A) Searching for “high-performing software teams” (Table 1). 

Table 1. Search results for “high-performing software teams”. 

Database Results Query Link 

Web of 

Science 

28 TS = (high-performing software teams) AND 

PY= (2000-2022) AND LA=(English) 

https://www.webofscience.co

m/wos/woscc/summary/d41e

c98a-cec6-441e-950e-

5ed4f693e416-

1e383828/relevance/1 

Scopus 6 (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("high performing software 

teams") AND LANGUAGE (English)) AND 

PUBYEAR > 1999 AND PUBYEAR < 2023 

 

Expanding the search string with synonyms/alternative keywords: “high-performing teams” and “high-

performing software development teams” and “high-performing development teams” (Table 2). 

Table 2. Search results for “High-performing software teams” augmented with synonyms. 

Database Results Query Link 

Web of 

Science 

472 (TS = (high-performing software teams) OR TS = 

(high-performing teams) OR TS = (high-

performing software development teams) OR TS = 

(high-performing development teams)) AND PY = 

(2000-2022) AND LA = (English) 

https://www.webofscienc

e.com/wos/woscc/summar

y/ac85d477-435d-456a-

b7c3-45c46f779ced-

1e5c2d9a/relevance/1 

https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d41ec98a-cec6-441e-950e-5ed4f693e416-1e383828/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d41ec98a-cec6-441e-950e-5ed4f693e416-1e383828/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d41ec98a-cec6-441e-950e-5ed4f693e416-1e383828/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d41ec98a-cec6-441e-950e-5ed4f693e416-1e383828/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d41ec98a-cec6-441e-950e-5ed4f693e416-1e383828/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ac85d477-435d-456a-b7c3-45c46f779ced-1e5c2d9a/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ac85d477-435d-456a-b7c3-45c46f779ced-1e5c2d9a/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ac85d477-435d-456a-b7c3-45c46f779ced-1e5c2d9a/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ac85d477-435d-456a-b7c3-45c46f779ced-1e5c2d9a/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ac85d477-435d-456a-b7c3-45c46f779ced-1e5c2d9a/relevance/1
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Scopus 268 (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("high-performing software 

teams") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("high-performing 

teams") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("High-performing 

software development teams") OR TITLE-ABS-

KEY ("High-performing development teams") 

AND LANGUAGE (English)) AND PUBYEAR > 

1999 AND PUBYEAR < 2023 

 

Refining by document type and topic category criteria: “articles” or “proceedings papers” and “computer 

science” (Table 3). 

Table 3. Search results for “high-performing software teams” augmented with synonyms and refined by 

document type and topic category. 

Database Results Query Link 

Web of 

Science 

61 (TS = (high-performing software teams) OR TS = 

(high-performing teams) OR TS = (high-performing 

software development teams) OR TS = (high-

performing development teams)) AND PY= (2000-

2022) AND LA=(English) AND (DT = (Article) OR 

DT = (Proceedings paper)) AND WC = (Computer 

Science) 

https://www.webofscien

ce.com/wos/woscc/sum

mary/ec4b2f7e-2c5d-

4921-ae65-

eb3063786324-

1e5c5141/relevance/1 

Scopus 51 (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("high-performing software 

teams") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("high-performing 

teams") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("High-performing 

software development teams") OR TITLE-ABS-

KEY ("High-performing development teams") AND 

LANGUAGE (English)) AND PUBYEAR > 1999 

AND PUBYEAR < 2023 AND (LIMIT-TO 

(DOCTYPE, "ar") OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, 

"cp")) AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, "COMP")) 

 

An example of a distribution of the number of publications and citations over the years is given on Figure 4 

representing the case of Web of Science search results. 

 

Figure 4. Topic “high-performing software teams”: publications and citations (Web of Science). 
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https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ec4b2f7e-2c5d-4921-ae65-eb3063786324-1e5c5141/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ec4b2f7e-2c5d-4921-ae65-eb3063786324-1e5c5141/relevance/1
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B) Searching for “high-performing software teams” and “global software development” (Table 4). 

Table 4. Search results for “high-performing software teams” and “global software development”. 

Database Results Query Link 

Web of 

Science 

1 (TS = (global software development) OR TS = (global 

software engineering)) AND (TS = (high-performing 

teams) OR TS = (high-performing software teams)) 

AND PY = (2000-2022) AND LA = (English) 

https://www.webofscie

nce.com/wos/woscc/su

mmary/d8a48c70-

5665-46f5-b3e7-

69e8b61b24d7-

1e58ff07/relevance/1 

Scopus 1 (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("high-performing software 

teams") AND (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("global software 

development") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("global 

software engineering")) AND LANGUAGE 

(English)) AND PUBYEAR > 1999 AND PUBYEAR 

< 2023 

 

Expanding the search string with synonyms/alternative keywords: “development teams” and “software 

teams” (Table 5). 

Table 5. Search results for “high-performing software teams” and “global software development” 

augmented with synonyms. 

Database Results Query Link 

Web of 

Science 

100 (TS = (global software development) OR TS = (global 

software engineering)) AND (TS = (high-performing 

teams) OR TS = (high-performing software teams) OR 

TS = (building development teams) OR TS = (building 

software teams)) AND PY = (2000-2022) AND LA = 

(English) 

https://www.webofscie

nce.com/wos/woscc/su

mmary/39f89881-

0e6a-47bf-aa1a-

87dc954edacc-

1e5b4de3/relevance/1 

Scopus 244 (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("high-performing software 

teams") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("development 

teams") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("software teams")) 

AND (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("global software 

development") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("global 

software engineering")) AND LANGUAGE (English) 

AND PUBYEAR > 1999 AND PUBYEAR < 2023 

 

Refining by document type criterion: “article” or “proceedings papers” (Table 6). 

Table 6. Search results for “high-performing software teams” and “global software development” 

augmented with synonyms and refined by document type. 

Database Results Query Link 

Web of 

Science 

98 (TS = (global software development) OR TS = (global 

software engineering)) AND (TS = (high-performing 

teams) OR TS = (high-performing software teams) OR 

TS = (building development teams) OR TS = (building 

https://www.webofscie

nce.com/wos/woscc/su

mmary/ba884fbe-cf7d-

4ab4-98ae-

https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d8a48c70-5665-46f5-b3e7-69e8b61b24d7-1e58ff07/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d8a48c70-5665-46f5-b3e7-69e8b61b24d7-1e58ff07/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d8a48c70-5665-46f5-b3e7-69e8b61b24d7-1e58ff07/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d8a48c70-5665-46f5-b3e7-69e8b61b24d7-1e58ff07/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d8a48c70-5665-46f5-b3e7-69e8b61b24d7-1e58ff07/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/d8a48c70-5665-46f5-b3e7-69e8b61b24d7-1e58ff07/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/39f89881-0e6a-47bf-aa1a-87dc954edacc-1e5b4de3/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/39f89881-0e6a-47bf-aa1a-87dc954edacc-1e5b4de3/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/39f89881-0e6a-47bf-aa1a-87dc954edacc-1e5b4de3/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/39f89881-0e6a-47bf-aa1a-87dc954edacc-1e5b4de3/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/39f89881-0e6a-47bf-aa1a-87dc954edacc-1e5b4de3/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/39f89881-0e6a-47bf-aa1a-87dc954edacc-1e5b4de3/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ba884fbe-cf7d-4ab4-98ae-86333eb8f965-1e5b61a9/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ba884fbe-cf7d-4ab4-98ae-86333eb8f965-1e5b61a9/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ba884fbe-cf7d-4ab4-98ae-86333eb8f965-1e5b61a9/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ba884fbe-cf7d-4ab4-98ae-86333eb8f965-1e5b61a9/relevance/1
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software teams)) AND PY = (2000-2022) AND LA = 

(English) AND (DT = (Article) OR DT = (Proceedings 

paper) 

86333eb8f965-

1e5b61a9/relevance/1 

Scopus 185 (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("high-performing software 

teams") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("development 

teams") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("software teams")) 

AND (TITLE-ABS-KEY ("global software 

development") OR TITLE-ABS-KEY ("global 

software engineering")) AND LANGUAGE (English) 

AND PUBYEAR > 1999 AND PUBYEAR < 2023 

AND (LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, "cp") OR LIMIT-TO 

(DOCTYPE, "ar")) AND (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, 

"COMP")) 

 

An example of a distribution of the number of publications and citations over the years is given on Figure 5 

representing the case of Web of Science search results. 

 

Figure 5. Topic “global software development” & “high-performing software teams”: publications and 

citations (Web of Science). 

C) Searching for “global software development” or “global software engineering” with the aim to limit 

the search to the title due to the initial large number of publications (Table 7). 

Table 7. Search results for “global software development” or “global software engineering”. 

Database Results Query Link 

Web of 

Science 

531 (TI = (global software development) OR TI = 

(global software engineering)) AND LA = 

(English) AND PY = (2000-2022) 

https://www.webofscienc

e.com/wos/woscc/summar

y/e28abf95-5fa8-475f-

b815-a65b0dd7b4ef-

1ecfdf36/relevance/1 
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https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/ba884fbe-cf7d-4ab4-98ae-86333eb8f965-1e5b61a9/relevance/1
https://www.webofscience.com/wos/woscc/summary/e28abf95-5fa8-475f-b815-a65b0dd7b4ef-1ecfdf36/relevance/1
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Scopus 731 (TITLE ("global software development") OR 

TITLE ("global software engineering") AND 

LANGUAGE (English)) AND PUBYEAR > 1999 

AND PUBYEAR < 2023 

 

Refining by document type and categories criteria: “articles” or “proceedings papers” and “computer 

science” (Table 8). 

Table 8. Search results for “global software development” and “global software engineering” refined by 

document type and topic category. 

Database Results Query Link 

Web of 

Science 

409 (TI = (global software development) OR TI = 

(global software engineering)) AND LA = 

(English) AND PY = (2000-2022) AND (DT = 

(Article) OR DT = (Proceedings paper)) AND 

WC = (Computer Science) 

https://www.webofscience.

com/wos/woscc/summary/d

6f3ff94-341b-46d5-a7fc-

07a25c250719-

1ecff517/relevance/1 

Scopus 602 (TITLE ("global software development") OR 

TITLE ("global software engineering") AND 

LANGUAGE (English)) AND PUBYEAR > 

1999 AND PUBYEAR < 2023 AND (LIMIT-

TO (DOCTYPE, "cp") OR LIMIT-TO 

(DOCTYPE, "ar")) AND (LIMIT-TO 

(SUBJAREA, "COMP")) 

 

An example of a distribution of the number of publications and citations over the years is given on Figure 6 

representing the case of Web of Science search results. 

 

Figure 6. Topic “global software development”: Publications and Citations (Web of Science). 

After eliminating duplicates from automatic search results in Web of Science and Scopus databases, 874 

unique publications were left for the selection procedure. 
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2.1.3 Inclusion and exclusion criteria 

After the automatic search phase, the inclusion/exclusion criteria were implemented to the initially found 

publications by reading and analyzing their titles and abstracts. The articles were evaluated using the 

following framework. 

Inclusion criterion: 

• papers explicitly discuss the topics of our interest – factors of software development teams’ 

improvement; building of high-performing software teams; management of development teams in 

distributed development environments; features and properties of GSD models with their benefits 

and risks. 

Exclusion criteria: 

• papers are marginally related to thesis topic; 

• papers related to education or teaching; 

• papers do not suggest a systematization/taxonomy of factors of our interest based on the sources 

studied or do not contain expert assessments of the influence of these factors on GSD models 

application or improving efficiency of software development teams. 

From 874 initially found articles, 96 publications were selected for the next selection stage. 

2.1.4 Snowballing and final study selection 

We performed a snowballing search using the list studies cleared by inclusion/exclusion criteria. We apply 

backward snowballing and forward snowballing techniques guided by the following rationale. 

A) Backward snowballing. 

The backward snowballing was implemented by reviewing the reference list of the articles in order to 

identify prior publications regarding the subject. We utilized this method to form a map of which studies the 

selected publication cited and to trace the original sources. 

B) Forward snowballing. 

The citations’ forward snowballing was conducted using the interface of the Web of Science and Scopus 

databases. We employed searching forward in time to identify other relevant studies with the reference to a 

selected article in order to find the most recent publications, which could contain the freshest study results.  

After citations and references analysis, the initial set of 96 unique publications has been extended to the list 

of 123 articles. 

Final study selection was performed by review and evaluation of publications’ introduction parts, which 

helped to get a more accurate picture and justified decision regarding the content of previously selected 

publications. Among 123 selected articles, 75 publications were finally chosen for the further research stage.  
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2.1.5 Sources systematization 

At the stage of source systematization, we focused our literature review on 75 articles, which best met our 

criteria search. Figure 7 demonstrates the distribution of articles by year of publication. 

 

Figure 7. Distribution of articles selected for the analysis by year of publication. 

To assess the studies under review, we created a semantic field of the publications’ array using their titles. 

It helped to visualize the areas of scientific interest, which are represented by the selected pool of articles. 

The results of graphic representation are presented in the form of word clouds in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Semantic field based on titles of the articles selected for the literature review. 

To ensure convenient use of the selected list of articles and provide a guidance for the work with the sources, 

we implemented the following procedure of bibliographic references’ systematization used within the 

research: 

• We typologized the articles selected for the review and identified seven groups depending on the 

subject of publications (Table 9). 

• We assigned a letter index to each of the publication groups, using, as a rule, the initial letters of the 
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• We have numbered the articles within each of the groups, sorting them by year of publication in 

descending order. The sort order helps to navigate the relevance of a particular publication within 

its thematic group (Table 10). 

Table 9. Classification of publications selected for the analysis. 

# Group index Group title 

1 GF GSD factors 

2 GMS GSD models and strategies 

3 GR GSD risks 

4 GVT Global virtual teams 

5 HPT High-performing teams 

6 STM Software team management 

7 VTP Virtual team performance 

Table 10. An index assignment example within a thematic group of articles. 

Thematic 

group 

Index Article Title Year 

Software 

team 

management 

 

 

 

 

STM1 A Comprehensive Review and a Taxonomy Proposal of Team 

Formation Problems [31] 2021 

STM2 Understanding the perceived relevance of capability measures: A 

survey of Agile Software Development practitioners [65] 2021 

STM3 Happier and further by going together: The importance of software 

team behavior during the COVID-19 pandemic [41] 2021 

STM4 Show me your expertise before teaming up. Sharing online profiles 

predicts success in open innovation [50] 2020 

STM... … … 

As a result, we systematized our publications’ pool and assigned a unique index for each source. In the thesis, 

all references given are presented through the thematic indices assigned. The list of publications with indices 

assigned can be found in Appendix A. 

2.2 High-performing software team building 

In modern conditions, human capital becomes a key asset of software companies. The development of 

employees' skills and knowledge acquisition come to the fore among the priorities of corporations. Taking 

into account the collaborative specifics of creating software products, a team of developers is the focus of 
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enterprises' efforts: a well-coordinated and effective team of developers is the goal that must be followed as 

part of the business strategy in the field of software development [GF5]. And this process is more 

complicated than the development of the qualities of an individual developer, since team members work on 

their individual tasks within the cooperation with other team members [GVT6]. Collaboration within a 

development team is performed in close interaction, and the team’s efficiency resulted from the mutual 

influence of team members on each other [STM6]. 

Studies of team’s performance management have intensified over the last decades, which resulted in a 

growing research of teamwork effectiveness [HPT12]. In their work, researchers mentioned up to 130 team 

performance models and frameworks, which have been introduced with the aim to describe the factors 

influencing the building of high-performing software teams [HPT3]. However, to operate the models 

efficiently, a certain generalization of accumulated experience is necessary, which is one of the purposes of 

this study. 

2.2.1 Theoretical background 

Team definition 

For research purposes, we need to describe what falls under our definition of a team. When talking about the 

effective interaction of individuals with the aim to achieve a certain goal, we are not talking about a group 

of people, or collection of professionals, or a department within a corporation, where each employee has 

assigned title and duties [HPT1]. We focus on a team as a kind of coalescence of like-minded persons, which 

characterizes the following attributes. 

The team emerges when through accepting and sharing clear-cut and tangible goals [HPT15], mutual efforts 

of its members result in a greater value than the sum of individual outcomes, which allows talking about the 

effect of team’s functional synergy [STM6]. 

Besides, teams cannot be defined without (1) the identity of their members, and (2) their context within the 

corporation and business field, where they are working on a common task [HPT11]. Cultural balance and 

accepting common values are also considered as essential elements of a team, especially working remotely, 

in a virtual team mode [VTP3]. In addition, differentiated team roles within such working groups with proper 

social harmony are referred to by researchers as the crucial team features as well [HPT12].  

Interdependency within the group of individuals plays also the key role in the team description: team 

members perform different intercorrelated tasks and share responsibility for the outputs, which underlines 

the importance of relationship coherence for team sustainability [VPT11].  

Teamwork 

Incorporating all the qualities of the definition of a team, the term "teamwork" reflects an organizational 

innovation, which has become popular since the last decades of twentieth century [STM6]. Nowadays, it is 

the most common approach in the IT industry, when companies deal with the projects, which are too difficult 
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to implement alone [STM7]. The growth in knowledge and skills required, and the increasing complexity of 

tasks demand the use of more complex interaction of professionals, characterized by those attributes that are 

features of a team and teamwork [HPT12]. 

At the same time, such activity of many individuals within the team requires extra efforts and providing 

proper coordination, leadership, and collaboration in order to achieve team’s aims [STM1], what sets higher 

standards for IT project management, since despite the common goal and close interaction, each team 

member should know her/his specific role and accomplish also specific individual tasks in time [HPT11]. 

Team’s performance 

For the purpose of our research, we consider team’s performance as “the ability to work at the highest level 

of effectiveness for an extended period of time, delivering quality products on time, within budget, while 

satisfying stakeholders” [VTP3]. 

Authors point out, there is no single measure of software team performance [HPT13], and team’s 

performance is a multidimensional construct [HPT12] with various layers and their own criteria [HPT7]. It 

is explained by the fact that teams in the IT industry have several stakeholders, including team members as 

one of them, which introduces the necessity of assessing a team's performance as a multi-level structure 

[HPT8].  

Team’s performance could be perceived as a cumulative result of efficiency and effectiveness (where 

efficiency is the measure of time and costs, and effectiveness is the degree to which something is successful 

in producing a desired result) [HPT9, HPT11]. 

Some researchers also suggest adding a third dimension in performance classification, extracting from 

efficiency criteria the component of productivity (schedule adherence) [HPT3]. Taking into consideration 

team satisfaction [STM3] and team continuity as additional criteria of effectiveness [HPT12], it makes the 

assessment of team’s performance more complex and detailed (Figure 9).  

Efficiency

Productivity

(schedule adherence)

Cost 

(budget adherence)

Effectiveness

Team performance

Quality 

(client satisfaction)

Team satisfaction

Team continuity

 

Figure 9. Team performance components [HPT3, HPT12, STM3]. 

And like with team definition discussed earlier, to assess the performance of software teams, we should also 

take into consideration the context in which the team works [HPT8]. 
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High-performing software team 

Noting a significant gap in performance between different software teams, the researchers define high-

performing teams as teams that outperform “all reasonable expectations as well as all other similarly situated 

teams” [HPT7, HPT9], performing much more efficient in comparison with others despite the same 

background, demographic characteristics, and experience [HPT1]. High-performing teams ‘provide the right 

things at the right time’ with considerably higher cost efficiency and product quality than other teams 

[HPT8]. 

Since a high-performing team is a valuable asset for software business, corporations strive to research 

approaches for team performance improvement in order to acquire the knowledge of building and developing 

high-performing units within the enterprise [HPT6]. 

However, we are not talking about most skilled teams, which have the higher-than-expected skills and 

knowledge levels [HPT2], because less skilled team could better fit the understanding of high-performing 

team depending on the context, function and purpose: it is not necessary that less equipped team is worse in 

all contexts [STM6]. More important and crucial for high-performing team members is sharing basic values, 

mutually understanding their own strengths and weaknesses, and constructively cooperating with each other 

with the aim to find a better solution to a problem [HPT1]. This makes it necessary to understand the key 

factors that affect overall productivity of the team, as well as their structure and combination [STM4], which 

lead to the maximization of team performance and build high-performing software teams. 

2.2.2 Factors of team’s performance 

Among the many models that systematize the factors affecting the performance of teams, the literature 

review allows us to highlight the characteristics that are common to most research. At the same time, various 

studies give their own interpretation of the structure of these factors and their grouping. 

Pedersen et al. described eight major groups of factors and their features, accepting a concept of mutual 

balancing between people, tasks and processes as a framework of factors’ classification [HPT1]. The study 

made an emphasis on organizational aspects and intra-team interaction, where the researchers noted the 

significance of a certain degree of autonomy in decision-making along with proactive working rhythm and 

proactive working rhythm. The suggested model reflected centering around a healthy team atmosphere with 

an individual responsibility as a key element (Table 11).  

Table 11. Classification of factors determining team performance [HPT1]. 

# Factors Factor features 

1 Strong cognitive 

adaptability and skills 

- Technical skills 

- Ability to learn to solve the problem 

2 Cohesive team - Team members’ roles understood by each other 
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- Employee’s engagement and impact performance outcomes 

3 Clear team priorities - Common vision 

- Mission and vision translated into tangible and clear purpose 

- Goal-oriented team culture 

4 Healthy team culture - Shared values 

- Understanding each other's strengths and weaknesses 

- Proactive seek for help needed to solve the problem 

- Constructive engagement with each other 

5 Individual 

responsibility 

- Productive, constructive and respectful behavior 

- Sense of equality 

- Trust among team members 

6 Personal drive - Desire to change the situation for the better 

- clear understanding of personal value-add 

7 Local decision 

authority 

- Easy and quick decision-making 

- Bringing decisions close to where the work is done 

8 Maintaining proactive 

rhythm 

- Plan holistically ensuring short-term delivery and long-term 

sustainability 

Fagerholm et al. gave slightly different factors’ systematization in their publication, dividing them into two 

levels – individual and team level [HPT7], which allows us to develop an approach to measuring team 

performance taking into account the weight of an individual assessment within the team. The set of factors 

mostly repeated previous classification with adding an environmental assessment, which focused on 

industry, customers and competition criteria (Table 12). 

Table 12. Grouping factors by personalization levels [HPT7]. 

Individual level Team level 

- Cognitive factors (skills, 

knowledge, competence, logical 

reasoning) 

- Conative factor (motivation) 

- Performance factors (personal 

values, beliefs, personality) 

- Affective factors (emotions, 

emotional valence and 

dominance) 

- Cohesion 

- Trust 

- Clarity of purpose and goal-setting 

- Group structure and communication 

- Knowledge sharing 

- Processes coordination 

- Organizational factors (culture, climate, structure, values) 

- Environmental factors (industry, customers, competitors) 

The work of da Silva et al. also determines the individual and command (organizational) levels, offering a 

symmetrical hierarchical grouping of factors, in which factors, additionally, are separated by subgroups 

[HPT12]. Although the list of components is quite close to the studies discussed above, the proposed model 
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does not consider the factors of psychological compatibility and interaction within the team. The model 

places more emphasis on the individual's qualities, including skills, personal qualities and productivity, 

combined with the cost of a specialist and his availability. (Figure 10). 

Individual 

factors

Organizational 

factors

Innate characteristics

Technical aspects

Internal (operational)

External (strategic)

Personality

Behavior

Technical profile

Productivity

Individual costs

Availability

Project importance

Customer importance
 

Figure 10. Grouping of team performance’s factors [HPT12]. 

The study of Weimar et al. added the performance component to the model, indicating team performance 

factors as dependent variables, and factors influencing team performance as a group of independent variables 

[HPT11], where influencing factors were generalized through the teamwork quality concept and the external 

factors describing business environment and context weren’t taken into account. Team performance variable 

introduced through efficiency and effectiveness indicators (Figure 11). 

Teamwork quality

• Communication

• Coordination of expertise

• Cohesion

• Trust

• Cooperation

• Value diversity

Team performance

• Effectiveness

• Efficiency

impact

 

Figure 11. Team performance’s factors model [HPT11]. 

The same idea of independent factors’, which influence team performance, is reflected in the research of Lu 

et al., although the composition of key constructs has a slightly different structure. The authors identified the 

subgroups and distributed influencing factors into individual, team-related, coordination and motivation 

constructs [STM7], where the motivational group of factors is separated from the personal subgroup into its 

own category (Figure 12). 

The approach based on factors grouping into personal qualities and communication categories is introduced 

in the study of Lippert et al. The researchers suggested division of personal qualities into commitment and 

trustworthiness subgroups making an emphasis on the specification of the latter. 
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People-related constructs

• Management support

• Team characteristics

Coordination constructs

• Communication

• Knowledge-sharing

• Clear mission

Individual constructs

• Education

• Major

• Years of work experience

Motivation constructs

• Compensation

• Satisfaction

Team performance

- impact of factors on team performance

Legend:

 

Figure 12. Team performance model [STM7]. 

The peculiarity of presented approach is also the focus on team performance factors as dependent elements 

in the model; the research considers team performance through a multi-dimensional paradigm [HPT3] 

highlighting a variety of team performance indicators as significant components: schedule adherence, budget 

adherence, conflict resolution, technical innovation and efficiency (Figure 13). 

Trustworthiness

• Ability

• Benevolence

• Integrity

• Risk averse

• Cooperation

• Value diversity

Team performance

• Schedule adherence

• Budget adherence

• Conflict resolution

• Technical innovation

• Efficiency

Interpersonal 

characteristics

• Affiliation/support

• Empathy

• Behavioral flexibility

• Social relaxation

Commitment

• Goal

• Organization

Style

• High context

• Low context

Structure

• People

• Task

Personal qualities Communication

- impact of factors on team performance

Legend:

 

Figure 13. Team performance model based on personal qualities and communication grouping [HPT3]. 

In contrast to the approach of dependent and independent variables, in the study of Garro-Abarca et al, the 

factors influencing team performance are presented in the form of a process diagram, where individual 

factors are indicated as the input, and team and organizational factors are represented as processes [VPT3]. 

The research determines two groups of processes – tasks processes with the focus on technological and 
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communicational aspects and socio-emotional processes with the emphasis on team’s internal relationships. 

The performance and satisfaction represent the output of the diagram (Figure 14).  

Tasks
• Communication

• Coordination

• Task-Technology-Structure Fit

Socio-emotional
• Trust

• Relationship building

• Cohesion

• Technical

• Design

• Culture

• Training

Inputs OutputsProcesses

• Performance

• Satisfaction

 

Figure 14. Team performance model in the form of process diagram [VPT3]. 

The differences between the presented models demonstrate that, in order to describe the process of 

influencing the performance, the distribution of factors into categories is of secondary importance: the most 

models contain the same factors with some adjustment in terminology, and we observe similar influence of 

independent factors on the performance of development teams in accordance with the findings of the studies. 

At the same time, the grouping of models' components could be important in order to organize systematic 

work to manage the effectiveness of software teams. 

Team performance factors’ model 

As one of the results of the literature review, we summarized the approaches presented above and formed a 

model that considers the decisive GSD factors that affect the building software teams (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15. A synthesis of factors influencing building software teams. 
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For the purpose of the research, the model consists of two levels of factors – Individual and Team levels 

(Figure 15), within which the factors influencing high-performing teams are distributed into groups. 

Distinction of individual and team levels reflects the approaches represented in several research reviewed: 

HPT7, HPT12, HPT3, VTP3, VTP11, where individual level factors describe the qualities of each member 

of a team which serve as input components for the team building process [VPT3]. 

To the Individual level, the studies reviewed attribute three groups of factors related to personal 

characteristics – Cognitive factors, Performance factors and Affective factors. 

Cognitive factors reflect such personal capabilities as knowledge, technical skills, competences, and 

reasoning, which determine an individual’s ability to achieve high performance in a specific role [HPT8] 

and demonstrate the ability to learn how to solve the problem [HPT14]. 

Under Performance factors are implied the factors reflect a person’s ability to provide necessary output in 

time which is described through productivity, personal values and beliefs, and motivation. This group of 

factors reflects the balance between the individual’s production rate and her/his measure of the desire and 

energy to be committed to achieve the team’s goals [STM2]. 

Affective factors reveal an individual’s emotions and mood, personalities, and emotional valence and 

dominance. This group of factors complements the description of an individual’s characteristics and allows 

evaluating personal skills and productivity in comparison with a team member’s psychological portrait 

[HPT3, HPT7]. 

Team level groups the factors describing team processes and interpersonal interaction within the team 

[HPT12]. The factors within team level are gathered into six groups – Cohesion, Trust, Clear team priorities, 

Healthy team culture, Local decision authority, and Environmental factors. 

Cohesion defines the degree to which team members contribute to teamwork [STM2]. Team cohesion 

describes interindividual gravity of team members and their commitment to the team goals and tasks, where 

the spirit of cooperation of the team members prevails over competition between them [HPT11]. Within the 

cohesion category, we group the following factors: team roles setting and leadership; relationships, diversity 

and cooperation; constructive and responsible behavior; and knowledge sharing. 

Trust is considered by many researchers as one of the essential elements for team building [HPT5] and a 

prerequisite for collaboration with the team [HPT3]. With the framework of trust criteria, we examine the 

factors of feeling equality and trust among the team members, which means that members are not intimidated 

by each other [HPT1] and more tolerant of a different point of view [VTP5]. 

Clear team priorities group describes the factors of common vision, goal-oriented culture, and tangible and 

clear goals that determine the ability of the team to strive to the target goal [HPT7]. The symbiosis of these 

factors allows the whole team to share a common idea of the norms of collaboration [HPT11]. 

Such factors, as shared values, understanding team’s SWOT, constructively engage with each other, 

proactive seeking help needed, and psychological safety are gathered in the group of Healthy team culture, 
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which allows the team to feel their own uniqueness, and each team member - belonging to the team [HPT7]. 

Easy and quick decision-making and optimized coordination process factors are described within the Local 

decision authority factors’ group. This group of factors makes it possible to evaluate the impact of the degree 

of autonomy and coordination of work processes on the productivity of the team and its ability to achieve 

the set goals [HPT1]. 

Industry and market, Competitors and Customers form the group of Environmental factors, which 

characterizes the impact of industry knowledge and understanding of customer needs (and customers' 

satisfaction) on the team's ability to create a product that makes it possible to dominate on the market in a 

competitive environment [VTP3]. 

In terms of the team’s assessment, using the model, the team’s profile could be represented in the form of a 

radar chart where each group of factors or each factor, depending on the required level of detail, reflects the 

team’s assessment score [HPT1]. It provides the tools for team’s performance assessment and comparison 

of the teams (Figure 16 represents team profile model with illustrative data). 

Individual level Team level 

  

Figure 16. Team profile model with illustrative data [HPT1]. 

2.2.3 Stages of team building 

Team development and building is a progressive process, within which several key stages can be 

distinguished. Various studies identify common stages within which various sub-stages are combined. In the 

study of J.M. Berlin at al., the authors distinguish such phases as (1) forming and storming; (2) norming and 

performing; (3) outperforming, denoting with this the progressive nature of building a team through the 

stages of achieving maximum team performance. Grouping within the stages allows to identify sub-

categories, which, according to the classification of researchers, are separated by "soft barriers" (for example, 

between forming and storming). At the same time, 'strong barriers' demarcate the very stages of building a 

team [STM6]. 

A different approach is proposed in the study of Guzmán et al., where the progressive stages of team 

development are based on the logic of the full cycle of team management - from its creation, formation and 
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development to dissolution and regrouping. The research suggested such stages as preparation, launch, 

performance management, team development, and disbanding [GVT8]. 

At the same time, within the framework of this logic, a more detailed list of stages can be distinguished, 

including such components as orientation, trust building, goal and role clarification, commitment, 

implementation, high performance, and renewal and goodbye reflected in the study of Pedersen et al. The 

study associates the stages of team building with the factors that determine the performance of the team 

which prevail at the particular stage [HPT1]. 

For the purpose of the research, we combined the propositions of the research groups mentioned above 

[STM6, GVT8, HPT1] to complement the model of high-performing software team factors with the layers 

corresponding to the stages of team building. We include in the model the following stages: forming, trust 

building, performing, outperforming, and disbanding (Figure 17). 

FORMING TRUST BUILDING PERFORMING OUTPERFORMING DISBANDING

 

Figure 17. A synthesis of stages of a team building in the form of model’s layers. 

Within the forming stage, the team structure and goals are determined, which makes it possible to recruit 

team members with the needed skills and organize necessary technological support [GVT8]. Since the 

forming stage sets the potential for team's development and is decisive for the success of the project [HPT4], 

team selection is a multi-criteria decision-making problem [STM5]. Mistakes made during the formation 

phase led to significant costs for their elimination at the next stages [GVT1]. 

Trust building stage allows to form team spirit and a sense of mutual trust [VTP2]. If a team fails with 

building the trust, it will be dysfunctional and low performing [STM6].  

At the performing stage, a team demonstrates its capabilities to follow the goals and develop the products 

according to the team’s objectives, working efficiently and maintaining an atmosphere of constructive 

collaboration [GVT8]. 

Outperforming stage is identified by researchers as a phase where the team could reach its potential to 

increase performance; however, it can be possible only if the previous stages are successfully completed 

[HPT1]. This stage considers the whole development and team formation track and demonstrates the skills 

and experience of leaders to bring the team to the peak of its capabilities. 

Disbanding stage reflects the phase of completion of the interaction of team members with each other, which 

is typical for the life cycle of any project. At this stage, the management follows the goal of re-integrating 

team members and provides other corporation’s projects with human resources [GVT8]. The reasons for the 

disbanding may vary - from finishing the project to the need to reassemble the team due to a significant 

decrease in its performance. 
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2.3 Global software development 

GSD can be considered as a special case of distributed development where the teams working under the 

project differ from each other by culture, time difference, knowledge and geographical location [GMS1]. 

GSD can be defined as any aspect of software engineering that involves the combined efforts of software 

professionals in different locations and distributed beyond the limits of a nation [GF2].  

The researchers describe GSD as ‘a powerful tool for organizing complex and distributed development 

processes that helps to meet the challenges facing the industry’, noting the increasing role of GSD approach 

in software project development in many domains [GMS4].  GSD provides software companies with an 

additional degree of freedom in part of project management; cost optimization; finding the optimal 

configuration of the working environment, and increasing software team development performance. 

Noting the variety of terms, we can meet the research discussion regarding the phenomenon using different 

names, such as global software development, globally distributed software development, global software 

engineering, collaborative software development, or global virtual teams’ development [GF2]. Within such 

diversity, the three most frequent terms can be distinguished – Global software development [GF6, GF9, 

GF11, GMS1, GMS2, GR4, GR5, GR6, GR9, GVT4], Global software engineering [GF4, GF5, GF8, 

GMS3, GMS4, GMS7, GR10], and global virtual teams’ development [GVT3, GVT5, GVT8, VTP6]. For 

the purpose of the research, we unified the terminology under the denomination Global software 

development (GSD) considering the similarity of features of the definitions above (temporal, distance, 

cultural, and legal characteristics). 

2.3.1 Global software development models 

Taking into consideration that stakeholders from different countries and spatial locations are involved in 

software development, the tasks at various stages of the software lifecycle may be delegated to different 

teams working together remotely which requires implementation of different ways to task allocation 

[GMS2]. The wide embracement of the GSD approach in the IT-industry has led to the emergence of various 

management strategies and organizational styles [GVT2]. 

The reviewed literature described a wide range of collaborative forms of software development reflecting 

different operational setups and organizational goals: inter-organizational outsourcing, intra-organizational 

offshoring, intra-national near-shoring, international outsourcing etc. [GF2]. Most studies reviewed suggest 

a two-dimensional classification matrix for GSD paradigm representation, considering geographical and 

organizational aspects [GMS7, GF2, GF11].  

For the purposes of this study, the classification of GSD models based on previous studies was taken as a 

basis (Figure 18). The classification focuses on juridical aspects: organizational form and legal field are the 

main two dimensions. As additional parameters, temporal and distance characteristics offer supplementary 

dimensions for the classification. 
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Figure 18. A synthesis of GSD models’ classification. 

Dimension describing organizational forms (horizontal axis of the GSD models’ classification) separates 

strategies by the form of ownership – own- or third-party, which is reflected in the methods of control and 

management of sub-teams [GMS7]. Dimension covering legal forms (vertical axis) distinguishes strategies 

by the legal accessory of software teams – national or international, which determines the operational 

conditions of sub-teams [GF11]. Third dimension of the model (z-axis) introduces temporal and distance 

characteristics of distributed development that additionally influences the cooperation of sub-teams [GF2]. 

In a given coordinate system, researchers identify the following basic GSD strategies: 

• Offshore development means a partner or company’s branch in a foreign country and implying 

different jurisdiction and team members’ characteristics set (culture, education peculiarities and 

differences in language) [GMS9]. 

• Onshore development designates the approach, when the project is implemented in-house or using 

a local partner within the same legal field and mostly unified team members’ background and 

working conditions [GMS7]. 

• Outsourcing development determines the mode, when corporations leverage external resources 

regardless of the partner’s location [GR5]. 

• Insourcing development relates to projects run within the same legal entity based in a home country 

or internationally [GR8]. 

• Near-shoring development unites a collaboration established for project development at the same 

(or close) location [GF2]. 

• Far-shoring development covers cooperation with the developers located at a significant distance 
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[GR4]. 

The combination of basic strategies opens the opportunity to create those remote development models that 

are best fitted to the tasks and specifics of certain projects where, in its simplest form, the model is a 

combination of an in-house team and an external developer. The list of basic GSD models with the 

description is given in the Table 13: 

Table 13. List of basic GSD model configurations. 

# Basic GSD model 

configurations 

Description 

1 

In-house Foreign 

branch

Near

 

In-house development team (onshore insourcing) + development 

team in a company’s foreign branch (offshore insourcing) within 

a short geographical distance (near). 

2 

In-house

Far

Foreign 

branch

 

In-house development team (onshore insourcing) + development 

team in a company’s foreign branch (offshore insourcing) at a 

significant geographical distance (far). 

3 

In-house Foreign 

partner

Near

 

In-house development team (onshore insourcing) + development 

team of a foreign partner (offshore outsourcing) within a short 

geographical distance (near). 

4 

In-house

Far

Foreign 

partner

 

In-house development team (onshore insourcing) + development 

team of a foreign partner (offshore outsourcing) at a significant 

geographical distance (far). 

5 

In-house Local partner

Near

 

In-house development team (onshore insourcing) + development 

team of a local partner (onshore outsourcing) within a short 

geographical distance (near). 

6 

In-house

Far

Local partner

 

In-house development team (onshore insourcing) + development 

team of a local partner (onshore outsourcing) at a significant 

geographical distance (far). 

Nowadays, the complexity of projects is relatively high, and the GSD approach is widespread around the 

globe where several teams connected with each other by various working conditions are working on the 

project [GR7]. This fact allows the researchers to distinguish also special cases consisting of combinations 

of generic strategies, for example an offshore outsourcing strategy, which combines elements of intra-

organizational offshoring and domestic outsourcing [GMS9]. It makes a map of strategies more complex 

and gives the opportunity to the project management to build models for the projects' purposes combining 

several basic elements in different conjunctions. In this case, the number of possible GSD models becomes 

relatively high depending on the number of distributed teams working on the project. 

Achieving the project goals, corporations take decisions on GSD models and their configuration considering 

multiple factors assessing costs and risks of implementation of a certain GSD model [GMS2]. The influence 

of non-financial factors including human capital development, knowledge sharing, and acquiring 

technologies supplement the range of variables which were taken into account during the decision-making 
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process with the purpose of improving the performance of software teams [VTP10]. Companies are adopting 

a GSD paradigm, striving to gain competitive benefits or as a necessity, when the scale of the project tasks 

require complex collaborative forms [GMS6]. The decision makers match the impact of the anticipated 

organizational changes caused by implementation of GSD models with resource allocations and project’s 

goals, which determines the effect of using particular distributed software development teams’ setting [GF7]. 

2.3.2 Risks of global software development 

Since in the GSD environment, the skilled human resources could be available at relatively lower costs 

[VTP7], many IT companies start employing the GSD approach due to the initial perceivable benefit of cost 

reduction [GF12]. As a more advanced purpose, they are also willing to take an advantage from human 

resource availability around the globe and easier entering new markets. The corporations complement their 

motivation of an embracing of GSD with an aim of acquiring technologies [GR10]. At the same time, the 

industry realizes that actual financial efficiency is not so high, and management difficulties slow down the 

projects [GR3]. Due to the increased complexity, the direct cost management approach alone doesn’t lead 

to an expected result. With the increased coordination and communication within the multi-team projects, 

the share of hidden costs becomes more sizable, since development teams are located in various places and 

work under different conditions. Project management cannot ignore them, since it leads to a significant gap 

between the planned performance indicators and the actual results of the project implementation [GF6].  

The findings during the literature review evidence that often the outcomes of completed GSD projects 

insignificantly differ from the traditional in-house organizational approach: the effective cost reduction in 

GSD projects was only 10-15%, what was much less than the expected potential savings of 40-60% [GR6], 

however, only 54 percent of GSD projects achieved the planned cost savings indicators [GF2], and the 

outsourcing added up to 20% extra effort [GR10]. The researchers also pay attention to the cases where the 

actual hourly rate of the offshore part of the development project has turned out to be twice higher than the 

in-house hourly rate [GF1], and 40% of GSD projects resulted in failure [GR6]. A study of outsourcing 

projects reported that 49% of companies under review had terminated their GSD agreements before the end 

of the contracts due to the significant discrepancies in their actual costs and planned estimates [GF1].  

In addition to budget overrun, the IT industry also faces such challenges as time mismanagement and culture 

barriers during a GSD project implementation, which motivated researchers to focus on studying challenges 

associated with GSD approach, since systematic obstacles related to the development process threaten its 

success [GR2]. Managing GSD projects, companies should pay attention to the associated risks of GSD 

approach, which lead to significant increase of hidden costs and decrease the efficiency of GSD projects 

[GR1]. 

Each of GSD models has its own predisposition to different types of risks, which simultaneously generates 

different classifications in the studies reviewed. The research of Nurdiani et al. classified 48 types of risks 

and 42 strategies of mitigating them [GR9]. The approach of Drechsler et al. introduces 15 challenges within 

the four basic risk components (Geographical distribution, Time zone, Language, and Culture) [GR4]. 
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Höfner et al. offers a multi-parameter risk classification based on the three-pillar (also known as 3 Cs of 

outsourcing) method where risks are considered through the prism of three GSD dimensions: 

communication, coordination, and control [GMS10]. Ebert et al. look at risk management through the prism 

of four GSD drivers (Efficiency, Presence, Talent, and Flexibility), sorting all risk factors among them 

[GR10]. Arumugam et al. suggest four-group risk classification including Work culture, Forster 

relationship, Transparent process, and Visibility risks [GR7]. 

To summarize the approaches studied at the literature review stage, we provide a conceptual matrix (Figure 

19) which is based on the proposition of Nurdiani et al. and aggregates other research proposals reviewed. 

To illustrate the matrix content, a few examples of GSD risks related to each category are given. Depending 

on the goals of project managers and the required level of detail, new risks could be added using the logic 

of the risk matrix.  
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Figure 19. GSD risks, adopted from [GMS8, GR9]. 

Complex matrix formed by two dimensions (Figure 19): 

• Dimension of GSD relationships is represented through the Communication, Coordination and 

Control paradigm [GMS8]. Communication is considered as a facilitating factor which is 

responsible for information exchange and enables teams from different places to understand each 

other. Coordination serves to integrate each development task assigned to the different development 

sites to achieve the overall project goal. Control adheres to project parameters including budget 

estimates, policies, quality standards etc. [GR9]. 

• Dimension of GSD characteristics is introduced through Socio-cultural, Geographical and 

Temporal properties, where Socio-cultural distance describes the set of risks related to the difference 

in language, culture and personal values; Geographical distance includes risks of a remote work 

mode among the distributed teams with the GSD project such as lack of trust, differences in legal 

matters in different countries, communication effort overhead [GR4]; Temporal distance groups the 

risks of mutual cooperation with a significant time zone difference including lack of synchronous 
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communication, limited or no overlapping work hours, delayed feedback from partners [GF10]. 

By managing project-critical risks, companies advance in the successful delivery of development projects 

[GMS2]. At the same time, identifying types of risks the company is ready for and their costs for the 

enterprise, it is essential to understand non-financial factors that are important for business owners. 

2.3.3 Non-financial factors of GSD management 

Apart from the gain from lower outsourcing costs, there are other enablers and business drivers for the 

widespread of GSD approach, including acquiring of new technologies, and benefiting from globalization 

trends where successful implementation of distributed development methodology becomes, among other 

things, a critical success factor for R&D competitiveness [GF11]. 

In addition to low-cost labor, the non-financial factors of GSD approach employing are also access to 

international talents, reduction of production cycle time, and opportunity for innovation, since it is becoming 

evident that industry’s motivation regarding GSD does not simply lie in the salary difference [GF2]. It also 

reflects on market strategies of software companies, where initial labor-cost-based decisions are 

complemented by systematic improvements of other business processes [GMS4], aiming at achieving added 

value from the reduced time-to-market and easier access to new markets [GMS3]. 

Within the literature review, several approaches to the classification of non-financial factors of GSD 

management were studied. We combined the considered approaches within the framework of a general 

model, considering various groups of factors as complementary and mutually influencing (Figure 20). 
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Figure 20. A synthesis of non-financial factors of GSD management. 

The model (Figure 20) consists of three major blocks: priorities, drivers, and intellectual capital 

components. 
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Priorities 

Forbath et al. introduce their “3 C’s” Strategic Goals of GSD, including cost, capability and context. The 

research team argues that there are three key priorities of collaboration projects, and each project could 

declare one or more of them to achieve stakeholders’ goals. Regarding non-financial priorities we focus our 

attention to two of them [GF9]: 

• Capability enhancement – acquiring competences and capabilities unavailable in-house (research 

findings demonstrate that 60% of projects reviewed identified it as a priority). 

• Contextual enhancement – employing global tacit technology, market, or industry knowledge 

unavailable in-house (23% respondents of the research group considered it as a project goal). 

Drivers 

According to Ebert et al., GSD priorities are determined by the drivers fueling distributed collaboration 

approach, which can be divided into four categories [GR10]: 

• Efficiency – to be competitive on the global market, the software companies should work fast and 

reliably using advantages of distributed development approach. 

• Presence – since companies should be closer to their markets to better understand their clients’ local 

needs, global knowledge acquisition has become part of companies’ growth strategies. 

• Talent – software engineering skills and competences are vital for being successful in the long-term 

perspective, which results in the global race for the excellent IT engineers. 

• Flexibility – due to increasing complexity of new projects, teams with broad experience and 

expertise are in high demand, which makes it possible to work in terms of faster knowledge renewal 

cycle and be ready for possible transformations. 

Intellectual capital components 

Wohlin et al. suggested in their research their taxonomy of non-financial factors, which determine the 

motivation of software companies to work within the GSD approach. Under the influence of GSD drivers, 

these factors form three categories of intellectual capital, which companies strive to acquire employing GSD 

models: 

• Human capital (skill and knowledge, creativity) – skills and knowledge that affect a particular 

individual’s capabilities to work productively. 

• Social capital (the unit skills of working together, external relations) – resources accessed through, 

and obtained from the network of relationships. 

• Organizational capital (software, documentation, general infrastructure) – institutionalized 

knowledge represented through databases, patents, manuals, systems and processes [GF5]. 

The reviewed studies demonstrate that non-financial factors of GSD allow software corporations to set the 
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goals other than solely labor cost reduction. Due to differences in GSD models, they serve differently for the 

achieving of non-financial goals, and some of them cannot be applied directly in a certain context [GF2]. 

The influence of non-financial factors on the efficiency of GSD models is also heterogeneous, depending on 

the features of chosen GSD model and risks accepted by the company’s strategy [GF8]. 

2.3.4 Benefits of global software development models for high-performing software team 

building 

Summarizing the findings of the literature review, we can identify three groups of benefits that can affect 

high-performing team building – expertise diversity, team forming, and efficiency improvement (Figure 21). 

Within the expertise diversity group, these are the advantages that make it possible to enrich the team due to 

the diversity of human potential [GMS8]. The team forming group gives the opportunities to use the benefits 

of GSD approach to form and improve the team [HPT11]. The efficiency improvement category represents 

a traditional group of benefits of the GSD approach, reflecting the monetary savings of the employment of 

distributed development [GMS9]. 
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Figure 21. A synthesis of GSD benefits for high-performing software team building. 

Expertise diversity 

Cultural diversity (language; culture with its values and norms) – the selection of team members taking into 

account cultural diversity makes it possible to strengthen the team with a certain combination of the language 

of communication [VTP12], and the norms and traditions of different cultures [GMS10]. 

Access to international markets (customer proximity; better understanding of clients’ needs) – GSD 

approach makes it possible to select team members with unique expertise for better understanding of clients’ 

needs and local markets [GMS6]. 
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Access to international expertise (innovation and best practices sharing; new knowledge and technology; 

different angles in viewpoints) – GSD gives the team an access to new knowledge and technologies and 

opens an opportunity to profit from the presence of different points of view in the team [GMS5]. 

Team forming 

Personal availability and continuity (access to talents world-wide; forming candidates’ short-lists) – GSD 

allows access to talents around the globe, which makes it possible to improve the performance of software 

teams [GMS3]. 

Team selection tools (mutual work experience; trial-period by working in sub-team) – GSD gives an 

advantage of using mutual work in sub-teams to review potential candidates during the project 

implementation [GMS4]. 

Team development (team members’ training; test grounds for innovations; internal competition in standards 

and quality: benchmark setting) – in a GSD setting, team managers have an opportunity to use various 

development sites as testing grounds for innovations [GMS10], creating the conditions for setting internal 

standards and benchmarks [GVT7], and conduct trainings, which positively impact overall team 

performance [VTP8]. 

Efficiency improvement 

Flexibility in working conditions (wider range of working modes; diversity in contracts’ terms) – distributed 

development environment provides opportunities to organize projects using flexibility of various working 

modes [VTP4] and diversity in contracts’ terms at different development sites [GMS1]. 

Faster development cycles (follow the sun development; 24/7 availability) – theoretically, collaboration of 

teams from different time zones within the distributed development project allows to organize the work in a 

24/7 format, using the approach of following the sun and speeding up the development cycle [GMS4]. 

Lower development costs (salary costs; tax savings) – differentials in tax treatments and wages in different 

sub-teams within distributed development projects increases the performance of software development 

teams [GMS3]. 

The combination of above-mentioned benefits allows the use of GSD models to form high-performing 

software teams and improve project quality and efficiency, however, their impact on changes in the industry 

cannot be taken-for-granted [GF3]. The impact of GSD benefits directly depends on the context of 

application and on the professionalism of team managers who select the appropriate tools for building teams 

and their performance improvement [GMS8]. In connection with this, the results of research are also 

constantly in need of feedback from practitioners who, based on their experience, can assess the correctness 

of certain implications, which allows systematizing the actual practice of applying GSD models for the 

purpose of building high-performing software teams. 
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3 Empirical study 

This chapter introduces the findings of the empirical part of the study, including the design of qualitative 

research and conducting the interview stage followed by data analysis. Section 3.1 is dedicated to the design 

of the semi-structured interviews conducted during the study with a methodology of the subsequent data 

processing. Section 3.2 includes a guidance and a questionnaire for semi-structured interviews, as well as 

the findings of the empirical part of the research based on the results of qualitative data analysis. 

3.1 Empirical study design 

To validate the results of systematic literature review, our research strategy included a qualitative research 

part in the form of semi-structured interviews of developers (team members) and project managers from the 

IT-companies in different countries. 

We use systematic literature review results to form a pool of assumptions, which can be checked against the 

opinions and points of view of practitioners from the industry with a certain background in GSD. 

The general procedure of the empirical part of the study is described in Figure 22. 

(1) Preparation for semi-
structured interviews

Data for the 
analysis

• Questionnaire
• Guidance

Literature review results

(2)  Conducting 
interviews

• Practitioners from the industry
• Experience in GSD

• Assumptions regarding GSD benefits and their potential 
impact on high-performing software team factors

 

Figure 22. Qualitative research design. 

3.1.1 Questionnaire development 

Based on assumptions regarding positive influence of GSD benefits on high-performing team factors, the 

questionnaire for semi-conducted interviews was developed. 

The questionnaire included three groups of questions: 

1. Questions regarding interviewee’s profile (age, level of education, IT experience, location). It helps 

to determine interviewee’s social and professional status in the IT industry. 

2. Questions defining the GSD models, in which an interviewee has experience/expertise (participation 
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in collaborative projects, role in projects, projects’ description with expert assessment). It gives an 

impression on interviewee’s experience and expertise in GSD. 

3. Questions on interviewee’s point of view regarding influence of GSD benefits on high-performing 

team factors. It allows to understand: 

(a) the overall impact of GSD models’ properties on the team’s performance; 

(b) the high-performing team factors influenced by each GSD models’ benefit. 

and validate the assumptions made on the basis of systematic literature review. 

In addition to the detailed interviewee’s answers, a scale from -5 to +5 is built in the questionnaire to get a 

quantitative interviewee’s assessment regarding each topic. Due to the limited number of interviewees (5 

persons), the aggregate results cannot serve as quantitative assessment with a proper level of statistical 

reliability, however they tentatively guide us during the data analysis phase. 

3.1.2 Conducting interviews 

The format of interviews was semi-structured, guided by a script with a certain level of flexibility in 

conducting the interview: we started with the general questions and intuitively moved to more specific ones 

depending on interviewee’s experience and her (his) involvement in the topic of the research. 

The interviews were completely anonymous and the personal details of respondents and their employers 

were not revealed in the thesis. We collected only those data that would allow us to form an idea of the 

experience and professional status of the interviewee and the main characteristics of the projects that underlie 

the respondent's experience.  

The length of interviews did not exceed one hour, including time for introducing the survey and providing 

necessary clarifications regarding questionnaire terminology and research area and goals in general. 

The interviews were conducted on-on-one by using Zoom video calls during working hours due to the remote 

location of the respondents. 

3.1.3 Data analysis 

Since the interviews were in Russian, all recordings were transcribed and then translated into English by the 

author. All further analyses were conducted using the array of translated interviews’ transcriptions. 

For the data analysis of the responses received, we used thematic analysis method with the purpose to 

identify, process and produce patterns of the themes within the framework of the study. Thematic analysis 

could be considered as a proper method to analyze experiences, thoughts, or opinions, since it is a technique 

for describing data with a certain degree of interpretation in the processes of selecting themes. 

As a result, the data obtained make it possible to correlate the findings of the literature review with the 

outcomes of qualitative analysis and form recommendations on the use of GSD models for the purpose of 
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high-performing team building and its performance improvement. 

3.2 Semi-structured interviews 

This section represents the results of an empirical part of the study with the purpose to compare and validate 

our findings from the systematic literature review. To gather the data for the qualitative part of our work, 

semi-structured interviews of developers (team members) and project managers from the IT-companies in 

different countries were conducted. To process the data and introduce the results, we employ the thematic 

analysis technique. 

For ease of perception of the survey results, each of the interviewees was assigned a unique identifier. Table 

14 summarizes the characteristics for each of the six respondents, which makes it possible to analyze the 

quotes of the interviewees considering their experience, background and GSD model within which each 

respondent works. 

Table 14. Interview participants profiles. 

Identifier Role 

Experience 

in the IT 

industry 

Level of 

education 

Team 

size 

during 

the last 3 

projects 

GSD model within which the respondent 

works *) 

RESP1 Software 

Engineer 

in Test 

Six years Bachelor 

degree 

5 people 

In-house

Far

Foreign 

partner

 

RESP2 Junior 

Java 

Developer 

Three years Master’s 

degree 

 8 to 11 

people 

In-house
Foreign 

partner

Near

 

RESP3 Senior 

Java 

Developer 

Ten years Master’s 

degree 

5 to 8 

people 
In-house Foreign 

partner

Far Far

Foreign 

partner s 

branch
 

RESP4 Junior 

Web 

Developer 

(React) 

Two years Bachelor 

degree 

6 people 

In-house

Far

Foreign 

partner

 

RESP5 Project 

Manager 

Twelve 

years 

Master’s 

degree 

7 people 

In-house

Far

Foreign 

partner

 

* - according to Table 13. 

** - dark boxes with the bold title indicate the interviewees’ places of work within their GSD collaborations. 

**) 
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To analyze the data of the interviews, all the interviews were translated into English and transcribed. Then 

all quotes were organized by themes with the respected interviewee identifier. Finally, conclusions regarding 

each thematic section were made on the basis of the interviewees’ quotes. 

3.2.1 Guidance and questionnaire 

The systematic literature review results give us reason to form a set of assumptions that can be checked 

against the opinions of practitioners by means of interviews. Table 15 represents an interview questionnaire 

in connection with the assumptions derived from the literature review results. The structure of the 

assumptions corresponds to the GSD benefits breakdown (Figure 22) which reflects potential influence of 

GSD models’ employment for solving the task of high-performing software team building. 

To conduct the interviews, the introduction script had been developed, which included the initial questions. 

The script was used during the interviews as a guide to cover all topics of the research and get the minimum 

required data for the analysis. During the interview, additional questions were asked depending on the course 

of the conversation and the expertise of the respondent. That made it possible to clarify the answers of the 

respondent and supplement the results of the interview with more accurate data. 

Table 15. Interview questionnaire. 

# Questions Remarks 

1. Questions regarding interviewee’s profile To determine interviewee’s 

social and professional status in 

the IT industry 

1.1. What is your age?  

1.2. What is your level of education? 

1.3. What is your experience in the IT industry? 

1.4. What is your role? 

1.5. Where are you located? 

2. Questions defining the GSD models, in which an interviewee 

has experience/expertise 

To get an impression on 

interviewee’s experience and 

expertise in GSD 

2.1. What kind of distributed development experience do you have? 

Give an overview of the 3 recent projects. 

 

2.2. Describe the model of the project: 

Where were the partnering parties located? 

Were they independent entities or parts of the same company? 

 

2.3. Describe your role in the project:  
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For what side of the collaborators did you work? 

What was your role and responsibilities? 

2.4. Give your assessment of the project efficiency: 

Describe the project in terms of team size and length. 

Did distributed development make a positive/negative impact 

on the project efficiency? 

Explain your position. 

 

3. Questions on interviewee’s point of view regarding influence 

of GSD benefits on high-performing teams 

To understand: 

a) The overall impact of each 

phenomenon on the team’s 

performance 

b) The high-performing team 

factors influenced by each 

phenomenon 

and check the correlation of 

conclusions with assumptions 

made after the systematic 

literature review (A1-9) 

 Expertise diversity section  

3.1. What did you learn from working with team members/ 

collaborators of different cultures/nations (with different 

mother tongues)? 

Name upsides and downsides noticed by you. 

How did the phenomenon’s upsides and downsides influence 

the team’s performance: general assessment (grade -5 to +5) 

and on what particular? 

A1: Cultural diversity 

assumption. 

3.2. In case of possessing an experience of working with remoted 

team: 

How did collaborators’ expertise and customer proximity 

influence team’s performance: general assessment (grade -5 to 

+5) and on what aspect of team’s work in particular? 

A2: Access to international 

market assumption. 

3.3. How do you assess the participation of remote teams in 

knowledge sharing, technology exchange and implementation 

of innovations and best practices: general assessment (grade -

5 to +5) and what did it give to the development team? 

A3: Access to external 

expertise assumption. 

 Team building section  

3.4. Did you have examples of relocation from sub-teams to the 

main team as a result of mutual cooperation? 

In case of an affirmative answer, can you describe the cases 

and their effect on the team’s performance: overall (grade -5 to 

+5) and in particular aspects of the team work? 

In case of a negative answer, what was the management policy 

on searching and selecting potential team members among 

your remote collaborators and its influence on team’s 

 

 

A4: Personnel availability and 

continuity assumption. 
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performance: overall (grade -5 to +5) and in particular aspects 

of the team work? 

A5: Team selection tool 

assumption. 

3.5. In the case of working in-house, did you use remote 

collaborators’ sites as testing grounds for innovations and new 

approaches? 

In case of an affirmative answer, what was the overall influence 

on the team’s performance (grade -5 to +5) and what has been 

changed in the team’s work? 

A6: Team development 

assumption. 

3.6. What kind of joint training activities did you have with the 

remote teams and how do you assess their influence on the 

team’s performance: in general (grade -5 to +5), and in 

particular aspects of the team work? 

A6: Team development 

assumption. 

3.7. Did the management encourage some kind of competition 

(benchmarking) among members/sub-teams in distributed 

development projects? 

In case of an affirmative answer, what was the overall influence 

on the team’s performance (grade -5 to +5) and what has been 

changed in the team’s work? 

A6: Team development 

assumption. 

 Efficiency improvement section  

3.8. According to your working agreement, did you have an 

opportunity to choose working mode or other working 

conditions by working remotely or relocating to a sub-

team/remote office? 

In case of an affirmative answer, what was the overall influence 

of having such an opportunity on the team’s performance 

(grade -5 to +5) and what has been changed in the team’s work 

by introducing such options? 

In case of a negative answer, how would you assess the overall 

influence of having such an opportunity on the team’s 

performance (grade -5 to +5) and what would be changed in 

the team’s work by introducing such options? 

A7: Flexibility of working 

conditions assumption. 

3.9. Working in a distributed development project, did you 

implement the elements of “follow the sun” development 

approach or declare extended team members’ availability 

beyond the normal working hours? 

In case of an affirmative answer, what was the overall influence 

of having such a working mode on the team’s performance 

(grade -5 to +5) and what has been changed in the team’s work 

by introducing such options? How could you assess the effect 

in terms of development speed and quality? 

In case of a negative answer, how would you assess the overall 

influence of having such a working mode on the team’s 

performance (grade -5 to +5) and what would be changed in 

the team’s work by introducing such an approach? How would 

you assess the effect in terms of development speed and 

quality? 

A8: Faster development cycles 

assumption. 
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3.10. How do you assess the cost effectiveness of collaboration in 

distributed development for both parties – vendor and remote 

partners? 

What were the financial advantages (if you are aware of it) and 

in what aspects? Give your rough estimation and assess in -5 

to +5 grade scale. 

A9: Low development costs 

assumption. 

3.2.2 Thematic data analysis 

Expertise diversity section 

A1: Cultural diversity assumption. 

It is assumed that cultural diversity is one of the benefits of GSD models for improving the performance of 

software teams due to the fact that the mutual influence of different cultures can positively impact the 

professional growth of each of the team members and teamwork in general. In connection with this, the 

questions: What did you learn from working with team members/ collaborators of different cultures/nations 

(with different mother tongues)? What did your collaborators learn working with your team? were asked to 

the respondents. 

Most of the respondents stressed a positive influence of cultural diversity in team performance, mentioning 

that new experience and communication with people from different cultures enriched their teams: 

“I have improved my language and communication skills. The standards of work of our 

partners were also valuable experiences. Our team has improved, and we feel more confident 

now.” [RESP1] “I have learned a lot from collaborative work. I got a new experience, 

communicating with professionals from across the ocean: their work style. Our team became 

stronger and more experienced.” [PRESP4] 

Regardless of their qualification, most of the participants support this assumption: even experienced 

interviewees agreed with the importance of cultural diversity for team building purposes: 

“Our team has gained new experience from such cooperation, because we were forced to 

work for the customers with rather strict requirements, deadlines and internal protocols. That 

helped us to develop our working culture.” [RESP3] “I’ve learned a lot from different 

cultures. If you are open to learning something new, you are benefitting from the culture 

exchange. It makes teams more experienced and professional.” [RESP5] 

However, some respondents mentioned also the downsides of different cultures interaction, what makes it 

necessary to take risks into account when organizing high-performing teams: 

“As for downsides, I would say, it was their speed of work.” [RESP1] “There are downsides, 

because you need to understand the peculiarities of different cultures.” [RESP5] 

The average score given by the respondents is +3,2 (on the scale from -5 to +5), which makes it possible to 

consider the assumption as having confirmation from practitioners. 
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A2: Access to international market assumption. 

Literature review demonstrated the signs that access to international markets is one of the advantages of 

GSD models which positively influence high-performing software team building. In connection with this, 

the question: How did collaborators’ expertise and customer proximity influence team’s performance, and 

on what aspect of team’s work in particular? was asked to the respondents. 

Most of the respondents didn’t find any significant influence of the access to international markets via the 

GSD frame of work as an asset for building high-performing teams. Probably, it could be explained by the 

position of the interviewees, since most of them are working on the foreign partner part in their distributed 

cooperation, and don’t solve the problem of getting closer to the final customers of the whole product. 

“It is not our case: we haven’t seen their customers; we have worked only with our partner 

development team.” [RESP1]. “It is not applicable for the cases I’ve already described, 

because our remote partners weren’t supposed to help us to get closer to our clients.” 

[RESP3] “Not us, but our partners were close to their clients, so I cannot make any judgment 

regarding this point.” [RESP4] “We have always been at a subcontractor’s side delivering a 

part of the project without direct contact to the clients.” [RESP5] 

Regarding the expertise of their remote partners, there is an affirmative statement from one of the 

respondents, which partially confirms the assumption. 

“As for their expertise, as I have mentioned before, we liked the experience we had working 

with our partners. Their style of work, approach. We have learned a lot.” [RESP1] 

The average score given by the respondents regarding this assumption is +1,0 (scale from -5 to +5), which 

indicates a slight positive interviewees’ assessment of such GSD benefit’s effect on high-performing 

software team building. 

A3: Access to external expertise assumption. 

Knowledge sharing is widely mentioned by researchers as a key benefit of GSD models for improving the 

performance of software teams and enhancing human capital of software corporations. In connection with 

this, the question: How do you assess the participation of remote teams in knowledge sharing, technology 

exchange and implementation of innovations and best practices, and what did it give to the development 

team? was asked to the respondents. 

In general, regardless of their experience and their side within the GSD collaboration, respondents proved 

that knowledge sharing and technology exchange are the important factors for improving software team 

performance. 

“Our team became stronger because of learning from other teams. Knowledge sharing was 

one of the key points of our mutual work.” [RESP3] “Knowledge sharing and technology 

exchange were my priorities as an individual. I think, there has been such a process, maybe, 

not so active, but I strived to get new knowledge.” [RESP4] “We are always ready for 
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knowledge exchange to become more experienced and equipped with new technologies. I’m 

sure, my team always wins from knowledge exchange.” [RESP5]  

However, some respondents noted the complexity in the knowledge exchange process, usually associated 

with the low motivation of in-house team members to train or transfer technologies to those who can 

potentially compete with them later. 

“I wouldn’t say they actively took part in knowledge sharing with us. As for technologies, 

no particular progress in acquiring new technologies from them. Our counterparts haven’t 

transferred to us anything specific.” [RESP1] “Usually, it is not always possible to organize 

an efficient knowledge sharing process, since not all professionals are ready to train you, 

especially if you are their subcontractor and potentially can substitute them in the future. 

There is some kind of competition here.” [RESP5] 

At the same time, the average score given by the respondents regarding this assumption is +2,6 (scale from 

-5 to +5), which determines knowledge sharing and technology exchange as an important factor of GSD, 

which positively influences high-performing software team building. 

Team building section 

A4: Personnel availability and continuity assumption. 

A5: Team selection tool assumption. 

As a source of talent, the GSD approach is considered by the researchers as a tool for building high-

performing development teams. The possibility of direct relocation to a partner team was one of the ways to 

strengthen a team with new talents. In connection with this, the question: Did you have examples of 

relocation from sub-teams to the main team as a result of mutual cooperation? was asked to the respondents. 

Relocation is a strong desire on the part of junior developers that motivates them to work harder and be their 

best, which indirectly indicates an increase in motivation within the team to produce a quality product in 

order to establish itself. 

 “We keep informal connections from all our colleagues from partner teams. They know us, 

our expertise, and the stack of technologies we have experience in. Probably, it will result in 

relocations in future.” [RESP1]. “I would agree to receive an invitation to work in the US. I 

need to improve my skills and maintain informal communication with the team members 

from our collaborative team.” [RESP4] 

In case of in-house teams, there are comments which confirm a certain interest in talents from team 

managers, which prove that subcontractors’ intention to demonstrate their competencies for the purpose of 

relocation is supported by potential recruiters. 

“Yes, we have relocation examples between our offices. We strengthened our team by 

inviting several persons from our remote office.” [RESP3] “I know that our bosses are 

searching for new team members and are ready to relocate them to Tallinn.” [RESP2] 
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The respondents also noted that managers, who are losing staff, are dissatisfied with what is happening, 

which in turn cannot positively affect the atmosphere within the team. 

 “On the contrary, we feel our management is afraid to lose someone from our team because 

of the salary difference in Kazakhstan and Austria.” [RESP1] “Yes, we have lost people, 

who relocated to our partners. If we are talking about the impact of the team, which loses a 

developer, it is strongly negative.” [RESP5] 

Nevertheless, motivation in the form of relocation to a team with which they already have experience of 

collaborating is a powerful tool for enhancing the performance of a team that can afford to attract new talent. 

“If you are talking about this as a tool to make the team stronger by involving new people 

you watched at work, it is strongly a positive impact.” [RESP5] 

The average score given by the respondents regarding this assumption is +3,0 (scale from -5 to +5), which 

supports the idea that GSD models can be used in building and increasing efficiency of high-performing 

software teams. 

A6: Team development impact assumption (1). 

Theoretically, one of the possible ways to gain from distant collaboration is to observe how partners 

experiment with new approaches. In case of success, team management can use such tools with proven 

efficiency to improve the team’s performance. In connection with this, the question: In the case of working 

in-house, did you use remote collaborators’ sites as testing grounds for innovations and new approaches? 

was asked to the respondents. 

All five respondents could not give examples of the employ of testing grounds approach within the 

framework of GSD cooperation as an element of strengthening high-performing teams. 

“Not our case.” [RESP1] “We are working in-house, but haven’t used partner teams as testing 

grounds.” [RESP2] “Actually, no examples of testing grounds.” [RESP3] “We haven’t been 

a testing ground for innovation.” [RESP4] “Unfortunately, we haven’t had such an 

experience. But theoretically, it would be possible, I think.” [RESP5] 

The average score given by the respondents regarding this aspect is +0,2 (scale from -5 to +5), which 

demonstrates that this assumption has not met with support from practitioners as a potential benefit of GSD 

models for software teams’ performance improvement. 

A6: Team development impact assumption (2). 

Joint training activities within the framework of GSD are considered by the researchers as one of the key 

drivers to improve team performance. In connection with this, the question: What kind of joint training 

activities did you have with the remote teams and how do you assess their influence on the team’s 

performance? was asked to the respondents. 

The respondents noticed that there were forms of experience exchange within the framework of distributed 

development, however most of the interviewees avoided to directly call them as training, mentioning that 
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there was mainly more instruction rather than educational process. 

“I wouldn’t call our joint activities as training. We have had several workshops mainly with 

the purpose to understand the project goals, their requirements etc.” [RESP1] 

At the same time, all interviewees stressed the positive impact of any knowledge transfer process for team 

building and productivity improvement. 

Those workshops positively influence our team.” [RESP1] “Getting new knowledge is a 

positive impact for the development team.” [RESP2] “It had a positive influence on our team, 

it helped to better understand customer needs and supported mutual trust growth.” [RESP3] 

“It helped me to improve my understanding of the project. The impact was positive.” 

[RESP4] “We always organize training… all kinds of knowledge sharing and training 

activities positively influence the team performance, especially in the long-term.” [RESP5] 

The average score given by the respondents regarding this assumption is +3,6 (scale from -5 to +5), which 

proves the importance of such benefits of GSD models for building high-performing software teams. 

A6: Team development assumption (3). 

Application of the GSD approach theoretically opens up the possibility of setting up competitive mechanisms 

between teams from different locations with the purpose of improving software team performance. In 

connection with this, the question: Did the management encourage some kind of competition (benchmarking) 

among members/sub-teams in distributed development projects? was asked to the respondents. 

Respondents talk about certain signs of the formation of a competitive environment, where remote 

development teams act as benchmarks. 

“Our customers with their standards and requirements were benchmarks for our management 

and for our team as well. We were focused on quality improvement, we strived to receive 

not only money for the job done, but to get new contracts.” [RESP1] “As a manager, I would 

prefer any tools for team performance improvement. The work style of other teams could be 

a good example for young developers and their professional growth. It works.” [RESP5] 

At the same time, the respondents assessed the impact of this factor differently, often noting the negative 

effect of such an approach on the formation of cohesion and trust within the development team. 

“We are always under some kind of pressure. I wouldn’t say it has a positive impact on our 

team. It is a bit nervous.” [RESP2] “Maybe this is applied to make the internal competition 

higher, but I’m not sure it would make a positive impact on our team. We are all 

professionals, and prefer professional work instead of competitions.” [RESP3] 

The average score given by the respondents regarding this idea is +0,8 (scale from -5 to +5), which states a 

rather low level of support from practitioners’ side of this assumption as an effective benefit of GSD models 

for the purpose of building high-performing software teams. 

Efficiency improvement section 
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A7: Flexibility of working conditions assumption. 

Working on complex projects with a large number of teams working remotely implies more flexibility in 

working conditions, which can be a lever for additional team tuning. In connection with this, the question: 

According to your working agreement, did you have an opportunity to choose working mode or other 

working conditions by working remotely or relocating to a sub-team/remote office? was asked to the 

respondents. 

In all cases, the answers to this question were influenced by the situation with the COVID-19 outbreak, 

which led to a reformatting of the understanding of the workplace and the ways of interaction within the 

team. In this regard, the fresh experience of remote work was superimposed on the answers of practitioners. 

“Because of Corona, we have the option to work from home. But it doesn’t relate to our 

collaborative work with our subcontractors.” [RESP2] “Because of COVID we have had an 

opportunity to work from home. At the same time, I preferred to work from the office to 

maintain close contacts with other team members.” [RESP4] 

At the same time, the respondents agreed that the ability to use remote teams' premises and infrastructure is 

an additional degree of freedom that can play a positive role in improving team performance. 

“If we are in Minsk, we can work from their office, it is common practice for us – very 

convenient to have such a working spot during the trip.” [RESP2] “Before the COVID era, 

we could move to our distant office and even change the team. Such freedom supports the 

idea of forming and improving teams.” [RESP3] 

The average score given by the respondents regarding this assumption is +3,4 (scale from -5 to +5), which 

is a relatively high assessment score indicating practitioners’ support of this GSD advantage for development 

team performance improvement. 

A8: Faster development cycles assumption. 

One of the assumptions about increasing the performance of software teams through the application of the 

GSD approach is the possibility of accelerating development cycles, as distributed development from 

different time zones could be used to speed up development. In connection with this, the question: Working 

in a distributed development project, did you implement the elements of “follow the sun” development 

approach or declare extended team members’ availability beyond the normal working hours? was asked to 

the respondents. 

Some of the respondents' statements indicated that in case of a certain type of work (for example, testing) 

and a significant difference in time zones it is possible to achieve a positive effect by using the “follow the 

sun” approach. 

 “Actually, we are testers, and it allows us to work like this. Considering +5 hours of time 

difference, we can introduce such an opportunity for our customers – we make their 

development cycles faster.” [RESP1] “Sometimes, we help our partner teams to speed up 
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their production cycles. But it depends on the project.” [RESP5] 

However, the majority of respondents, including foreign co-development teams working for North America 

projects, did not confirm the use of 24/7 approach to speed up development, which is probably related, 

among other things, to the specifics of development and close geographical location. 

“We have only one hour time difference with them, so no opportunity to use “follow the sun” 

advantage. And we don’t practice night shifts to speed up the development.” [RESP2] 

“Actually, we have very close or even no time difference, and I can’t talk about the “follow 

the sun” effect.” [RESP3] “Our task was rather independent. So, I wouldn’t say we 

implemented the “follow the sun approach.” [RESP4] 

The average score given by the respondents regarding this assumption is +0,6 (scale from -5 to +5), which 

is almost neutral and reflects no positive relation of such GSD benefit with the improving performance of 

the development teams. 

A9: Low development costs assumption. 

Cost savings is the initial benefit related to GSD approach application, which in the context of distributed 

development can indicate the difference in the efficiency of different software teams within the same project. 

In connection with this, the question: How do you assess the cost effectiveness of collaboration in distributed 

development for both parties – vendor and remote partners? was asked to the respondents. 

The respondents showed a consensus on this assumption noting that distributed collaboration is profitable 

for all parties of remote development, which makes this feature of GSD as beneficial for the purpose of 

increasing the efficiency of the software development team. 

“I consider it extremely efficient. We were paid too low in comparison with EU levels of 

salaries. Maybe, overall, it was 2-3 times cheaper for them to hire us.” [RESP1] “Our foreign 

outsourcing team is much cheaper than we are … outsourcing is efficient in our case.” 

[RESP2] “I’m sure our partners benefited from the cooperation. They should be satisfied 

with the savings they had using our services.” [RESP4] “It is possible to organize the project 

in a way, where all parties have monetary benefits: low-wage regions can benefit from 

outsourcing projects, and vendor companies can save money involving partners from the 

regions with not so high salary levels.” [RESP5] 

The average score given by the respondents regarding this assumption is +4,4 (scale from -5 to +5), which 

is the highest among the interviewees’ assessments. This supports the idea of positive influence of GSD 

approach on the efficiency improvement of the development teams. 

The summary of the average assessment score given by the respondents is represented in Table 16, which 

allows one to get a general idea of the impact of certain benefits of the GSD approach on building high-

performing software teams. 
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Table 16. Average assessment score of the assumptions given by the respondents. 

# Assumption GSD benefits associated with the assumption *) 
Average 

score 

Expertise diversity 

A1 Cultural diversity language; culture with its values and norms + 3,2 

A2 Access to international 

market 

customer proximity; better understanding of 

clients’ needs 

+ 1,0 

A3 Access to external expertise innovation and best practices sharing; new 

knowledge and technology; different angles in 

viewpoints 

+ 2,6 

Team building 

A4-A5 Personnel availability and 

continuity 

Team selection tool 

access to talents world-wide; forming candidates’ 

short-lists 

mutual work experience; trial-period by working in 

sub-team 

+ 3,0 

A6 Team development (1) test grounds for innovations  + 0,2 

A6 Team development (2) team members’ training + 3,6 

A6 Team development (3) internal competition in standards and quality: 

benchmark setting 

+ 0,8 

Efficiency improvement 

A7 Flexibility of working 

conditions 

wider range of working modes; diversity in 

contracts’ terms 

+ 3,4 

A8 Faster development cycles follow the sun development; 24/7 availability + 0,6 

A9 Low development costs salary costs; tax savings + 4,4 

* - according to Table 13. 

Assumptions such as (1) Access to international market, (2) Test grounds for innovations, (3) Internal 

competition in standards and quality: benchmark setting, and (4) Follow the sun development with 24/7 

availability did not find significant support among the respondents, where their opinions regarding those 

topics were close to neutral. The rest of the assumptions evoked positive responses from the interviewees, 

which allows considering these assumptions as valid. 
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4 Discussion 

Chapter 4 introduces the discussion on our findings from the empirical part of the research and earlier 

literature examination, answering to the research question of the thesis and giving recommendations for 

high-performing software team performance management using distributed development approaches. 

Besides Section 4.1, which discusses the influence of GSD models on high-performing software team 

building, Section 4.2 covers the aspects of research reliability and validity, and finally, Section 4.3 contains 

our suggestions to future research within the given topic area. 

4.1 Influence of GSD models on high-performing software team 

building 

By discussing our findings from the literature review and subsequent semi-structured interviews with 

practitioners, we answer the research question of the thesis:  

How companies’ strategies can benefit from GSD approaches in building high-performing software teams? 

As a result of the survey of scholarly sources, we introduced a team performance factors’ model, which 

reflects our understanding of those aspects that affect the effectiveness of development teams (Figure 15). 

The model covers the main 9 groups of team characteristics, both at the individual and at the team level, 

which makes it possible to form efficient management strategies of the development projects and build high-

performing software teams. 

The model can be also used as a pattern for the assessment of the effectiveness and balance of a team, when 

the team's potential can be represented using a radar chart (Figure 16). This allows the management to 

evaluate a team's profile by visualizing its strengths and weaknesses and identify the space for improvement. 

At the same time, management should consider the stages of a team’s formation and evolution (Figure 17), 

each of which has its own characteristics and regularity. Building a high-performing team is a complex task, 

the successful result of which arises during a multi-iteration process in which management efforts need to 

be tested by time and current team performance. Regardless of the unique selection of individual skills of 

team members (which are certainly important for performance), factors such as cohesion, trust, and healthy 

team culture determine the team's ability to respond to challenges. Correct and clearly communicated team 

priorities, an adequate distribution of roles with the proper authority delegation, and a fitting combination of 

environmental factors play a key role in improving the team performance. 

With the widespread acceptance of the GSD approach, the external conditions in which software teams are 

formed and the tools to improve their performance are changing. The GSD approach is fundamentally 

changing the ways corporations operate and opens up globalization opportunities of distributed development, 

which carry both potential benefits and risks. Moreover, the all-embracing of this approach essentially leaves 
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managers no choice, making it inevitable that some form of distributed development will be adapted to the 

work of software companies. The diverse practice of using remote cooperation techniques leads to the 

emergence of various GSD models, each of which has its own set of characteristics and properties.  

During our research, we summarized findings from previous studies and developed the classification of GSD 

models based on a three-dimensional matrix. The classification is built on juridical aspects: organizational 

form and legal field are the main two dimensions, and temporal/distance characteristics represent an 

additional coordinate axis (Figure 18). 

The suggested classification makes it possible to form different GSD configurations within the designated 

dimensions, which allows to identify and describe GSD models with their purposes and properties. The basic 

GSD models are introduced in Table 13. However, there are many more models (Figure 18), which due to 

the nature of projects implemented are more complex and include the interaction of a large number of remote 

teams working on the implementation of one project. 

Each of the GSD models carries a certain set of characteristics and differs both in the degree of resistance to 

risks and in the benefits that are associated with the model. As part of the literature review, we reviewed 

various studies that give their assessment of the benefits of the GSD approach. We summarized the findings 

and proposed a classification of the benefits of GSD models for the purpose of building high-performing 

teams and increasing their efficiency (Figure 21). The model groups 21 benefits into three categories, 

distinguishing expertise diversity, team forming, and efficiency improvement groups of benefits, each of 

which influences the performance of software development teams. 

With the framework of the empirical part of our study, we refined the classification of GSD models’ benefits 

formed as a result of the literature review (Figure 21). In the course of semi-structured interviews with 

practitioners with experience in distributed development projects, we collected expert opinions on 

assumptions about the effectiveness and efficiency of certain benefits of GSD models for solving problems 

of improving team efficiency and building high-performing software teams. 

A qualitative analysis of the interviews showed that the answers of the respondents confirmed a part of the 

assumptions regarding the applicability of certain properties of the GSD approach to building high-

performing teams. At the same time, experts characterized certain groups of properties of distributed 

development as having no significant positive effect on improving the efficiency of development teams. The 

visually summarized opinion of the interviewees is given in Table 16, which demonstrates the average 

experts' score of each group of factors on a scale from -5 to +5. 

An analysis of the opinions of the interviewees allowed us to refine the model of GSD benefits by excluding 

from it those groups of characteristics or individual factors that did not receive support from practitioners: 

a) Faster development cycles group with the ideas of follow the sun development and 24/7 availability. 

b) Two factors from Team development group: test grounds for innovations and internal competition 

in standards and quality: benchmark setting. 
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These factors received the lowest scores from the respondents, scoring less than +1,0 average point on a 

scale from -5 to 5, which indicated almost neutral influence on the improving the performance of software 

teams. As a result of qualitative analysis, Figure 23 demonstrates the refined model of GSD benefits, which 

impact on the high-performing software team factors. 
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Figure 23. Influence of GSD benefits on the high-performing software team factors. 

At the same time, each of the existing distributed development models has a different set of benefits due to 

the fact that, depending on the configuration of the GSD model, it may lack certain elements of remote 

development. For example, in the case of the model “In-house development team + development team of a 

local partner within a short geographical distance”, the influence of temporal and geographical components 

decreases, which brings this model closer to the traditional development approach and deprives it of the 

benefits associated with taking advantage of the presence of distance between collaborating teams. 

Thus, the impact of GSD models on the formation of teams is heterogeneous, and the task of management 

should be the selection and combination of distributed development models that, on the one hand, are optimal 

in terms of project implementation, and, on the other hand, have the most effect on improving team 

productivity. Companies' strategies should be formed taking into account the characteristics of each of the 

available GSD models. 

Expanding our answer to the research question, we have formed a comparative table of the GSD models' 

possession of those benefits that influence on building high-performing software teams (Table 17).  The 

table visualizes the potential of each of the six basic GSD models considered in this study regarding their 

ability to support the improving the software team performance.
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Table 17. Comparison table of GSD benefits depending on the model. 

 

In-house Foreign 

branch

Near

 

In-house

Far

Foreign 

branch

 
In-house Foreign 

partner

Near

 
In-house

Far

Foreign 

partner

 

In-house Local partner

Near

 

In-house

Far

Local partner

 

Cultural diversity 
(language; culture with its values and 

norms) 

      

Access to international markets 
(customer proximity; better 

understanding of clients’ needs) 

      

Access to international expertise 
(innovation and best practices sharing; 

new knowledge and technology; 

different angles in viewpoints) 

      

Personal availability and continuity 
(access to talents world-wide; forming 

candidates’ short-lists) 

      

forming candidates’ 

short-lists 
forming candidates’ 

short-lists 

Team selection tools 
(mutual work experience; trial-period 

by working in sub-team) 

  mutual work 

experience 
mutual work 

experience 
mutual work 

experience 
mutual work 

experience 

    

Team development 
(team members’ training) 

      

Flexibility in working conditions 
(wider range of working modes; 

diversity in contracts’ terms) 

      

Lower development costs 
(salary costs; tax savings) 

    salary costs salary costs 

  

Legend:  

 - a model possesses the features of the benefits’ group feature - a model possesses a part of the features of the benefits' group 
 

 

* - according to Table 13.

Basic GSD models *) 

Benefits 
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Comparison of the GSD models' potential makes it possible to demonstrate that the benefits of the GSD 

approach, which apply to all the models, are in the minority. We can single out only three benefits that can 

be traced in all the reviewed models. These are salary costs for the project efficiency increasing, and mutual 

work experience with forming candidates’ short-lists for the purpose of finding new skilled team members. 

These goals are achieved within any distributed development model due to the fact that any interaction of 

the core team from the headquarters with an external team (regardless of whether it is independent or just 

representing a remote office) is usually based on the principles of cheaper labor outsourcing. This, in turn, 

implies not only a reduction in salary costs, but also a forming a roster of potential candidates with the 

increased motivation who see their relocation to larger corporations as a logical career development step. 

The least number of factors that can influence the building of high-performing teams are associated with 

onshore GSD models, where in-house teams cooperate with local independent subcontractors. Such 

interaction contains a limited number of risks due to a single legal framework and limited influence of teams 

on each other because of their legal independence. This group of GSD models possesses only the benefits 

related to team selection tools and salary cost optimization discussed in the previous paragraph. 

There are only two GSD models that have all the benefits considered. They both belong to the configuration 

of in-house team + team in a foreign branch, which give the opportunity to use both the advantages of 

working within one corporation for managing labor resources and building an optimal team, and 

opportunities in differences in tax and legal regimes. Thus, we can conclude that complex GSD models with 

the involvement of external and internal partner teams located at a considerable distance from the in-house 

team have the greatest potential for building high-performing software teams, since the combination of 

various forms of cooperation allows managers to expand the tools for influencing their own teams and 

increasing their productivity. 

At the same time, a business activity within the framework of complex models carries a greater number of 

risks, since the formation of projects consisting of a large number of teams involves taking into account 

more factors for the effective organization of work. Thereby, companies can expand their range of available 

tools for managing high-performing teams by considering the peculiarities of different GSD models in the 

formation of their strategies. In distributed development, strategies for managing team performance are a 

balance between (1) the long-term goals of the enterprise, (2) the risks and (3) the benefits of the model of 

work that is chosen by management. The building of high-performing teams cannot be an end in itself for 

IT companies. On the contrary, management should evaluate the advantages of the operational model, and 

use the potential and benefits of existing configurations to increase team efficiency and performance. 

4.2 Research limitations 

In addition to the literature review, the research includes an empirical part in the form of semi-structured 

interviews with practitioners. It is necessary to take into consideration the limitations regarding the validity 

of the study conducted in the framework of this thesis which are typical for the research with a qualitative 
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part. We analyzed the limitations through construct validity, internal and external validity, and reliability. 

Due to several factors, there can be a risk to construct validity. Although there was an introduction section 

before each interview with sufficient time for terminology explanation and the interviewees were free to ask 

for further clarification in the course of interviews, there is a certain probability that the respondents’ 

understanding differed from the research conception. The taken classification of GSD models can also pose 

a threat to construct validity due to the fact that the classification considers only basic GSD models, 

suggesting that the rest, more special cases, can be constructed using the presented basic elements. 

The nature of the organization of the interview poses a risk for internal validity, since the selection of 

respondents was not random, but was determined by the author's social circle, which does not allow us to 

speak of a sufficient level of objectivity of the results obtained during the interview. 

In addition, the roles of respondents in projects also indicate the presence of a certain bias. The position of 

practitioners with experience in in-house teams was insufficiently represented; also, among the interviewees 

there were not enough respondents holding leading positions in the project, which does not allow one to 

properly get acquainted with the point of view of company management. This increases the risk of external 

validity, as it does not allow to generalize the conclusions based on the results of the interviews to for all 

potential configurations of the GSD. 

The scale of the qualitative part also can be a treat of reliability, since during the interviews the total number 

of respondents was only five people which may mean a certain risk that the results can be reproduced when 

the empirical part of the research is repeated under the same conditions with another group of respondents.  

4.3 Suggestions to future research 

With the framework of our research, we have studied the benefits of the GSD approach that influence the 

building of high-performing software teams and reviewed their impact on companies’ strategies. At the same 

time, it is of interest to further study this topic, a number of aspects of which seemed to be the most 

promising, but remained beyond the scope of this thesis. 

One area for further study can be the strength of relationships between GSD benefits and factors of high-

performing team building and the degree of such their influence on team performance. This can give team 

leaders a better understanding of the impact of certain approaches on opportunities to improve team 

efficiency and productivity. It would also be interesting to study the predisposition of GSD models to certain 

types of risks in connection with factors influencing the software team performance. Finding a balance 

between acceptable risk levels, expected returns from the project, and the effect of improving team 

performance can come to the fore here. Another aspect of future research is the impact of the coronavirus 

pandemic on team performance management, since the post-COVID era will drive further changes in the 

industry towards greater adoption of distributed development approaches, hybrid work organizations and 

virtual teams. 
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5 Conclusions 

The widespread of GSD approach has significantly changed the landscape of the IT industry, introducing a 

variety of cooperation models and making notable changes to the software team work environment. The 

rapid progress of communication technologies combined with the growing competition for talents and 

knowledge has made it necessary to reassess the potential of distributed development. Along with this and 

due to increased global competition, enterprises pay more attention to teams’ performance improvement, 

employing emerging management tools for building up efficient software teams, and trying to get the most 

out of understanding factors which significantly impact a team’s overall performance. Recent studies of the 

GSD approach unveil the benefits, which collaborative development models provide for business growth 

and performance improvement. GSD models introduce the opportunities to build up competences, acquire 

technology and enhance human capital for the product owner, providing the latter with the additional 

instruments for building high-performing software teams. 

The aim of our research was to (1) systematize the factors characterizing high-performing software teams; 

(2) indicate the benefits of each of GSD models, which positively influence software teams’ development 

performance improvement; (3) and understand how companies’ strategies can benefit from GSD approaches 

in building high-performing software teams. 

Answering the research question, we introduced a team performance factors’ model, which reflects our 

understanding of those aspects that influence the effectiveness of development teams and makes it possible 

to form efficient management strategies and build high-performing software teams. 

We also summarized findings of the systematic literature review and suggested the classification of GSD 

models based on organizational, legal, and temporal characteristics. The classification makes it possible to 

generate different GSD configurations within the designated dimensions, which allows to identify and 

describe GSD models with their purposes and properties. Each of the GSD models carries a certain set of 

features and differs in benefits influencing the performance of software development teams, which, in turn, 

were systematized into three groups of expertise diversity, team forming, and efficiency improvement. 

Within the empirical part of our study, we refined the classification of GSD models’ benefits based on the 

qualitative analysis results of semi-structured interviews with practitioners from IT industry, which allowed 

us to form a comparison table of GSD benefits depending on the model in question, and introduce 

recommendations for software team management. We speculate that IT companies, to achieve their strategic 

goals, can enrich their range of available tools for managing high-performing teams by considering the 

peculiarities of different GSD models. We conclude that complex GSD models with the involvement of 

external and internal partner teams located at a considerable distance have the greatest potential for building 

high-performing teams, although carry more risks. Company and team management should evaluate the 

advantages of the distributed operational models, and use the potential and benefits of available 

configurations to increase teams’ performance and build high-performing software teams. 
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